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BY
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1. Introduction. The problem of Plateau is to prove the existence of a

minimal surface bounded by a given contour. This memoir presents the first

solution of this problem for the most general kind of contour: an arbitrary

Jordan curve in «-dimensional euclidean space. Topological complications in

the contour, as well as the dimensionality n of the containing space, are with-

out consequence for either method or result. Naturally, an arrangement of

knots in the contour will produce corresponding complications in the minimal

surface, such as self-intersections and branch points.

The method used is entirely novel, representing a complete departure

from the classical modes of attack hitherto employed. In this introduction

we shall outline three of the classic methods (wherein n is always 3) and,

fourth, the method of the present paper, which we believe to furnish the

key to the problem. That this is the fact will become even clearer when, in

future papers, we apply this method to the case of several contours and of

various topological structures of the minimal surface, f for instance, a Möbius

leaf with a prescribed boundary.

It is to be signalized that the solution here given is strictly elementary,

employing only the most simple and usual parts of analysis, and that the

presentation is self-sufficient, requiring no special preliminary knowledge.

(1) First to be considered, in this introductory survey, is the method

based on the ideas of Riemann, Weierstrass and Schwarz.f   Here the given

* This work, in successive stages of its development, was presented to the Society at various

meetings from December, 1926, to December, 1929. Abstracts appear in the Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society as follows: vol. 33 (1927), pp. 143, 259; vol. 34 (1928), p. 405; vol. 35 (1929),
p. 292; vol. 36 (1930), pp. 49-50, 189-190. Received by the editors, Parts I-IV in August and Part
V in December, 1930.

Various phases of the work were also presented in the seminars of Hadamard at Paris (January

18 and December 17,1929), Courant and Herglotz at Göttingen (June 4, 11,18; 1929), and Blaschke

at Hamburg (July 26, 1929). The second presentation in Hadamard's seminar was in the present

form.

t See the abstract A general formulation of the problem of Plateau, Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 36 (1930), p. 50, which gives methods adequate to solve this most general

form of the problem. The cases of two contours, a Möbius leaf, and three contours have already been

worked out by the author and the results presented to this Society; abstracts are in the Bulletin of

the American Mathematical Society, vol. 36 (1930), p. 797, and vol. 37 (1931).

t Riemann, Werke, Leipzig, 1892, pp. 301-337, 445-154; Weierstrass, Werke, Berlin, 1903, vol.

3, pp. 39-52, 219-220, 221-238; Schwarz, Gesammelte Mathematische Abhandlungen, Berlin, 1890,
vol. 1. See also Darboux, Theoriedes Surfaces (2d edition, Paris, 1914), pp. 490-601.
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contour is a polygon II. The problem is made to depend on a linear differen-

tial equation of second order

d2B dd
(1.1) +p        +qe = o

dwl dw

where the coefficients p, q are rational functions of the complex variable w

with, at first, undetermined coefficients. The monodromy group G of this

equation (this is the group of linear transformations undergone by a funda-

mental set of solutions 9x{w), 92{w) when w performs circuits about the singu-

lar points of the equation) is known as soon as the polygonal contour is given.

The monodromy group problem of Riemann is to determine the coefficients

in p, q so that (1.1) shall have the prescribed monodromy group G. But the

solution of this problem is not all that is required, for that gives only a mini-

mal surface whose polygonal boundary 111 has its sides parallel to those of II.

It remains further to arrange that the sides of IL shall have the same lengths

as those of II. All this is reduced by Riemann and Weierstrass to a complicated

system of transcendental equations in the coefficients of p, q, which they and

Schwarz succeed in solving only in special cases.

To these ideas attaches the solution given by R. Gamier for the problem

of Plateau. In a preliminary memoir* he first gives his form of solution

of the Riemann monodromy group problem, previously solved by Hubert,

Plemelj and Birkhoff. In a following memoir f he deals with the supplementary

conditions relating to lengths of sides of the polygonal boundary, and con-

cludes the existence of a solution of the above mentioned system of transcen-

dental equations. The Plateau problem being thus solved for a polygon,

Gamier passes to the case of a more general contour V by regarding T as a

limit of polygons II. He shows that the solution of the Riemann group prob-

lem with the supplementary conditions varies continuously with the data, so

that the minimal surface determined by LT approaches to a minimal surface

bounded by T. To insure the validity of the limit process, T is restricted to

have bounded curvature by segments.

Subsequent to the presentation by the present writer to this Societyf of

a series of papers containing the substance of the memoir at hand, T. Radó

published a note§ showing how the part of Garnier's work concerned with the

passage from polygons to more general contours could be materially simpli-

* Annales Scientifiques de l'Ecole Normale Supérieure, (3), vol. 43 (1926), pp. 177-307.

t Le problème de Plateau, ibid., vol. 45 (1928), pp. 53-144.

J Annual meeting, at Bethlehem, Pa., December 27, 1929.

§ Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, vol. 16 (1930), pp. 242-248.
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fied, and rendering the restriction on T less stringent by requiring only recti-

fiability.

*(1') Later, after the dispatch to the editors of this journal of the manu-

script of the present paper, two other papers by Radóf appeared in which he

gives a solution of the Plateau problem, in the first for a rectifiable contour,

and in the second for any contour capable of spanning a finite area (three-

dimensional space). As its author states, this work is a continuation of the

classic ideas, being based on the least-area characterization of a minimal sur-

face and the theory of conformai mapping, especially the Koebe theory—■

relating to abstract Riemann manifolds—in the form of the theorem that it

is possible to map any simply-connected polyhedral surface conformally on the

interior of a circle, the map remaining one-one and continuous as between the

boundary of the polyhedral surface and the circumference of the circle.

The present work, on the other hand, apart from its advantage of com-

plete generality of the contour, breaks completely with the hitherto classic

methods, replacing the area functional by an entirely new and much simpler

functional, and carrying through the existence proof without assuming any of

the theory of conformai mapping even for ordinary plane regions; on the con-

trary, in Part IV our results are applied to give new proofs of the classic

theorems concerning conformai mapping essentially simpler than the classic

proofs, a demonstration of the superior fundamental character of the present

mode of attack.

In Part V, after the existence of the minimal surface has been established,

the Koebe mapping theorem plays a rôle beside the formulas of Part III in a

brief proof of the least-area property. However, we regard this treatment

only as a stop-gap, having under development a disposal of the least-area

part of the problem not using the Koebe or any other conformai mapping

theorem. Such an independent treatment is desirable because the Koebe

theory of conformai mapping is comparable in difficulty with the Plateau

problem. The avoidance of the former will bring the solution of the least area

problem to rest directly on the axioms of analysis, as has already been done

in this paper with the proof of the existence of the minimal surface.

(2) A second class of methods is based on the partial differential equation

of minimal surfaces (Lagrange)

(1.2) (1 + q2)r - 2pqs + (1 + p2)t = 0.

* Article (1') added in proof.

t Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 31 (1930), pp. 457-469.  Mathematische Zeitschrift, vol. 32

(1930), pp. 762-796.
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Here belongs the work of S. Bernstein* and Ch. H. Müntz.f The surface is

assumed in the restricted form z=f(x, y), and the problem is regarded as a

generalized Dirichlet problem, with (1.2) replacing Laplace's equation. Be-

sides the restriction on the representation of the surface, it is assumed that

the contour has a convex projection on the xy-plane. The work of Müntz has

been criticized by Radó.f

(3) Minimal surfaces first presented themselves in mathematics, and were

named, by their property of having least area among all surfaces bounded by

a given contour:

(1.3) ff(l + p2 + q2y>2dxdy = minimum.

It is in this way that minimal surfaces appear in the pioneer memoir of

Lagrange§ on the calculus of variations for double integrals.

In recent years A. Haar|| has treated the Plateau problem from this point

of view, using the direct methods of the calculus of variations introduced by

Hubert. Haar assumes the surface in the form z=f(x, y) and the contour

subject to the following restriction : any plane containing three points of the

contour has a slope with respect to the xy-plane that is less than a fixed finite

upper bound, an assumption occurring first in the work of Lebesgue.^f

(4) The method of the present memoir is äs follows. The contour T being

taken as any Jordan curve in euclidean space of n dimensions, we consider

the class of all possible ways of representing T as topological image of the

unit circle C :

Xi = gi(6) (¿= 1, 2, ••• ,»).

This class forms an L-set in the sense of Frcchet's thesis,** and is compact and

closed after "improper"' topological representations of T have been adjoined:

these are limits of proper ones and cause arcs of T to correspond to single

points of C, or vice-versa (§3). The principal idea is then to introduce the

functional (§5)

* Mathematische Annalen, vol. 69 (1910), pp. 82-136, especially § 18.

f Mathematische Annalen, vol. 94 (1925), pp. 53-96.

j Mathematische Annalen, vol. 96 (1927), pp. 587-596.

§ Miscellanea Taurinensia, vol. 2 (1760-61); also Oeuvres, vol. 1. p. 335.

|| lieber das Plateausche Problem, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 97 (1927), pp. 124-158.

*][ Integrale, longueur, aire, Annali di Matemática, (3), vol. 7, pp. 231-359; see chapter VI, es-

pecially p. 348.
** Sur quelques points du calcul fonctionne'-, Rendiconli del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol.

22 (1906), pp. 1-74.
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(1.4) A(g) =-i f     f —
2Zhm - giW)2

-d6d<t>,
e — <t>

A sin2-
2

where the integrand has the following simple geometric interpretation : square

of chord of contour divided by square of corresponding chord of the unit

circle. This improper double integral has a determinate positive value, finite

or 4- °o, for every representation g. It is readily shown (§9) that A (g) is

lower semi-continuous; therefore, by a theorem of Fréchetf to the effect that

a lower semi-continuous functional on a compact closed set attains its mini-

mum value, the minimum of A{g) is attained for a certain representation

Xi=gi*{9)- If

(1.4i) Xi = Hi(u, v) = $RF¿(w) (w = u + iv)

are the harmonic functions in the interior of the unit circle determined ac-

cording to Poisson's integral by the boundary functions

(1.4,) Xi = gi*(d)

it is then proved (§§11-16) that

(1.4,) ¿Fi2M = 0;
¿-i

briefly speaking, this condition expresses that the first variation of A{g)

vanishes for the minimizing g =g*. According to the formulas of Weierstrass,

the condition (1.43) expresses that (1.4X) defines a minimal surface. After it

has been shown (§§17, 18) that g* is a proper representation of T, it follows

that this minimal surface is bounded by T, since by the properties of Poisson's

integral the functions (1.4i) then attach continuously to the boundary values

(1.4,).
One consideration is necessary to validate the preceding argument: we

must be sure that A {g) is not identically = + =°, that it takes a finite value

for some g. This is what makes it necessary to divide the discussion into two

parts. In Part I we assume that there exists a parametric representation g of

the given contour such that A (g) is finite. It will be seen from Parts III and

V that this means, more concretely, that it is possible to span some surface

of finite area in the given contour. A sufficient condition for the property

"there exists a g for which A {g) is finite" (which, in anticipation of the discus-

sion of Parts III and V, we will call the finite-area-spanning property) is that

t Loc. cit., §11, p. 9.
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the contour be rectifiable. For if the contour have length L, and we choose

as parameter 8 — 2-ks/L, s being arc-length reckoned from any fixed initial

point, then it will be readily seen from the fact that a chord is not greater

than its arc that the integrand in A (g) stays bounded, hence A (g) is finite for

this parameter. In particular, every polygon has the finite-area-spanning

property. That, however, a finite-area-spanning contour is superior in gen-

erality to a rectifiable contour may be seen by taking any simply-connected

portion of a surface, having finite area, and drawing upon it any non-rectifi-

able Jordan curve (e.g., a non-rectifiable Jordan curve on a sphere).

Part II deals with the case of an arbitrary Jordan contour, where gener-

ally A (g) = + oo, meaning that no finite area whatever can be spanned in the

given contour; an example of such a contour is given in §27. The existence

theorem is extended to a contour of this type by an easy limit process, where-

in the given contour is regarded as a limit of polygons. In this case the mini-

mal surface can be defined only by the Weierstrass equations, the least-area

characterization becoming meaningless, f

The distinctive feature of the present work is the determination of the

minimal surface by the minimizing of the functional A(g), decidedly simpler

of treatment than the classic area functional. A (g) has a simple relation to

the area functional, dealt with in Part III. If S(g) denote the area of the sur-

face Xi = Hi(u, v), these being the harmonic functions in u2+v2 < 1 determined

by the boundary functions Xi=gi(8), then A (g) ^ S(g), and the relation of

equality holds when and only when the surface is minimal. Thus A (g), not

equal to area in general, is capable of giving information about area in the

case of a minimal surface. Part III, moreover, provides the basis for the easy

proof in Part V that the minimal surface whose existence is proved in Parts I

and II has the least area of any surface bounded by T.

An interesting and important consideration, unremarked before the

writer's work, is that the Riemann conformai mapping problem is included as

the special case n = 2 in the problem of Plateau. The Riemann mapping

theorem relating to the interiors of two Jordan regions is supplemented by

the theorem of OsgoodJ and Carathéodory§ to the effect that the conformai

correspondence between the interiors induces a topological correspondence

between the boundaries. In Part IV a proof is given of the combined theorems

of Riemann and Osgood-Carathéodory, independent of any previous treat-

ment, and more elementary and perspicuous.

f But see the footnote at the end of this paper.

Î Osgood and E. H. Taylor, Conformai transformations on the boundaries of their regions of defini-

tion, these Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 277-298.

§ Carathéodory, Ueber die gegenseitige Beziehung der Ränder bei der konformen Abbildung des

Innern einer Jordanschen Kurve auf einen Kreis, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 73 (1913), pp. 305-320.
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Examples show that the solution of the Plateau problem may not be

unique.! The question of the degree of multiplicity of the solution is not

dealt with here. As indicated above, the minimal surface whose existence is

here assured is the one which furnishes an absolute minimum for the area.

2. Formulation. For definition of a minimal surface we adopt the for-

mulas given, for » = 3, by Weierstrass:

(2.1) Xi = Wi{w) (i= 1,2, ■■•,»)

with

(2.2) ¿f;2(«,) = o.
¿-1

The problem of Plateau may then be formulated precisely as follows.

Given any contour T in the form of a Jordan curve in euclidean space of «

dimensions. To prove the existence of n functions Fx, F2, ■ ■ ■ ,Fn of the complex

variable w, holomorphic in the interior of the unit circle C, satisfying there the

condition

Í>,'2M =0
»-i

identically, and whose real parts

Xi = Wi(w)

attach continuously to boundary values on. C

Xi = gi(e)

which represent Y as a topological image of C.

As defined by (2.1), (2.2), the minimal surface appears in a representation

on the circular region \w \ < 1 which is conformai except at those (necessarily

isolated) points where simultaneously

Fi(w)=0,     F{(w)=0,    ■■■,    FJ(w)=0.

t The following example was communicated to the writer by N. Wiener. Two co-axial circles

may be so placed that the area of the catenoidal segment determined by them is greater than the sum

of the areas of the two circles (Goldschmidt discontinuous solution). Consider the contour formed

by two meridians of the catenoid, very close together, and the arcs remaining on the circles after the

small arcs intercepted between the meridians have been removed. One solution of the Plateau prob-

lem for this contour is the intercepted part of the catenoid. But the surface formed of the two circles

and the narrow catenoidal strip between the meridians has a smaller area. Consequently, theie will

be a second minimal surface bounded by the given contour, varying slightly from the surface just

described: this second surface will have the absolutely least area.
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On this remark is based the inclusion of the Riemann mapping problem in the

Plateau problem as the special case w = 2. We show that for n = 2 the con-

formality is free of singular points, but for «>2 their absence cannot be

guaranteed.!

I. A FINITE-AREA-SPANNING CONTOUR

Hypothesis.  Part I is based on the hypothesis that there exists a para-

metric representation g of the given contour for which A (g) is finite.

3. Topological correspondences between T and C.    T may be supposed

Fig. 1.   Torus of representation R=TC

given in some initial representation Xi=fi(t), from which its most general rep-

resentation may be derived by a relation t = t(8) defining a one-one continuous

transformation of C into itself. The two-dimensional manifold (t, 8) of pairs

of points one on T, one on C, forms a torus TC, which will be called the torus

of representation and denoted by R. This torus is depicted in the annexed

figure as a square where points opposite one another on parallel sides, such as

A and A',B and B', are to be regarded as identical. Rectilinear transversals

of the square parallel to C will be termed parallels, those parallel to T merid-

ians. A topological correspondence between T and C is represented by a con-

tinuous closed curve, such as ABB'A', which is intersected in one and only one

point by each parallel and by each meridian; such a curve may be described

as cyclically monotonie. We will denote by $ the totality of these curves,

which, we will say, represent proper topological correspondences between T

and C. In the corresponding equations Xi=gi(8) of V the functions g{ are

continuous, and are not all constant on any arc of C.

t Example: xx='3tv?, xa=SR—iV, ¡r,=9íít¿, z4=9c — ivi*, \w\ SI. This is a minimal surface

bounded by the contour x¡ = cos 29, xi = sin 26, x, = cos 36, xt = sin 36. Neither the minimal surface

nor the contour is self-intersecting. The representation on | w\ < 1 is conformai except at the origin,

where angles are multiplied by 2.
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A disadvantage in dealing with $ is that it is not a closed set: a sequence

of curves of ty may converge to a limit not belonging to $. For instance, we

may obtain as limit of curves of $ a curve such as ODEFGO", containing a

segment of meridian DE or a segment of parallel FG, as well as properly

monotonie arcs. An extreme case is that indicated by the dotted curve, where

the limit is OO'O", consisting of a parallel together with a meridian.

A correspondence between T and C whose graph contains, besides properly

monotonie arcs, a meridian-segment less than an entire meridian, or a paral-

lel-segment less than an entire parallel, will be called an improper topological

correspondence.

In the graph ODEFGO", the meridian-segment DE represents an arc

Q'Q" of T which corresponds to a single point P of C. In the corresponding

equations of V, the functions gi have one-sided limits at P equal respectively

to the coordinates of Q' and Q"; and at least one of these functions is dis-

continuous (the vector g is discontinuous) since, T having by hypothesis no

double points, Q' and Q" are distinct. A monotonie function has at most a

denumerable infinity of discontinuities, each in the form of distinct one-sided

limits; therefore in an improper representation the functions g¡ have at most

a denumerable infinity of discontinuities, all of the so-called first kind, that is,

where one-sided limits exist but are unequal. This observation will assure us

in §5 of the existence for an improper representation of the Riemann inte-

grals used in defining A (g).

The parallel-segment FG represents an arc P'P" of C which corresponds

to a single point Q of V. The functions gi are constant on the arc P'P", where

they are equal to the coordinates of Q.

The class of all improper representations of T will be denoted by 3, and

will be divided according to the above description into the two sub-classes

3i andS2, not mutually exclusive:

3i, improper representations of the first kind, in which an arc of T less than

all of T corresponds to a single point of C.

%, improper representations of the second kind, in which an arc of C less

than all of C corresponds to a single point of T.

Special attention must now be given to the correspondences between T

and C whose graph consists of a parallel together with a meridian, such as

OO'O". Here the whole of V corresponds to a single point of C, and the whole

of C to a single point of Y. Such a representation will be termed degenerate;

there are evidently °°2 degenerate representations, obtained by varying the

distinguished points on T and C. In the corresponding equations of T the

functions gi reduce to constants. The functional A (g) will not be defined for

the degenerate representations.
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Three fixed points. After having established in §6 a certain invariance

property of A (g), we shall be led to consider the class of those proper or im-

proper representations of V wherein three distinct fixed points Px, P2, P3, of C,

correspond to three distinct fixed points Qx, Q2, Q3, of T. These representations

are pictured on the torus R = TC by proper or improper cyclically monotonie

curves passing through three fixed points no two of which lie on the same

parallel or the same meridian.

The preceding discussion leads us to distinguish the following classes of

representations of T on C.

(1) The class of all representations: proper, improper, and degenerate,

9Î = $ + 3 + ©.

(2) The class of all proper and improper representations:

m = y + 3.

This is not a closed set, since a sequence of representations of 9JÎ may tend to

a degenerate representation as limit. 9JÎ will serve as the range of the argu-

ment in the functional A(g).

(3) The class of all proper and improper representations whereby three

distinct fixed points of V correspond to three distinct fixed points of C:

ÜK' = W + $'■

It is important to observe the following two properties of SO?' : it is closed; it

does not contain any degenerate representation.

4. Harmonic surfaces. Each representation Xi = gi(8) of T deter-

mines a surface xi = '¡flFi(w), where the harmonic functions ffiF^w) are those

defined by Poisson's integral based on the respective boundary functions

gi(8). We will refer to this surface as the harmonic surface determined by the

representation g.

The limit of Poisson's integral when w approaches to a point 8 of C where

gi(8) is continuous is gi(8). If gi(8) has unequal one-sided limits at the point

8, then the limiting value of Poisson's integral in the approach of w to 8 varies

between these one-sided limits in a manner that depends linearly on the angle

made by the direction of approach with the radius to the point 0.f

It follows that the harmonic surface determined by any proper represen-

tation of T is bounded by T. For an improper representation of the first kind,

where the point P of C corresponds to the arc Q'Q" of T, it is evident that the

boundary points of the harmonic surface obtained by allowing w to approach

t A result due to Schwarz; cf. Picard, Traité d'Analyse, vol. 1 (3d edition, Paris, 1922), pp.

315-319.
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to P in all the possible directions form the chord Q'Q". In an improper repre-

sentation of the second kind, the point w approaching to any point of an arc

P'P" of C gives the same boundary point Q for the harmonic surface.

It is to be observed from this that in the case of an improper representa-

tion of the first kind the corresponding harmonic surface will not be bounded

by T, but by a curve derived from T by replacing certain of its arcs (at most a

denumerable infinity) by their chords, which chords will correspond to single

points of C. In the case of an improper representation of the second kind, the

boundary point corresponding to each arc P'P" lies on T, but then T is not in

one-one relation with C.

Example 1. The graph of the correspondence between T and C may con-

sist of k parallel-segments alternating with k meridian-segments. The bound-

ary of the corresponding harmonic surface is a polygon of k sides and k ver-

tices inscribed in T. The sides of the polygon correspond respectively to k

points of C, and the vertices to the k arcs into which these points divide C.

If k = 2, the harmonic surface reduces to a chord of T. Iík = í, the case of a

degenerate representation, the harmonic surface reduces to a point of T.

Example 2. The correspondence t — t{9) between T and C may be defined

by the frequently cited monotonie function based on Cantor's perfect set.f

Here the boundary of the harmonic surface consists of a denumerable in-

finity of chords of T together with the nowhere-dense perfect set of points of T

which remain after the arcs of these chords have been removed. On C we

have an everywhere-dense denumerable infinity of points of discontinuity of

Xi=gi{9), corresponding respectively to the above-mentioned chords of T.

It will be seen from these examples that the harmonic surface determined

by a given representation of T cannot be regarded as bounded by T unless this

representation is proper. It is for this reason that after establishing the ex-

istence of a representation x{ = g*{9) such that the corresponding harmonic

surface obeys the condition 2jî»iF/ 2{w) =0, it is necessary (as is done in

§§17, 18) to prove that the representation g* is proper before we can say we

have a minimal surface bounded by Y.

5. The fundamental functional A{g). The functional A{g) is defined on

the set SD? = "iß + S of all proper and improper representations of T by the

formula

1 ¿taw - s^)]2
(5.1) A(g) =— (    f —-dßdep.

16x J c   J c ,9 — 4>
sin2-

2

t See Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, Leipzig, 1918, §156, p. 159.
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The domain of integration CC is a torus, which will be denoted by T. This

torus of integration is to be carefully distinguished from the torus of representa-

tion R of §3.

The integrand is defined everywhere on T except on the diagonal 8=<p,

where it takes the indeterminate form 0/0. Let us isolate the diagonal from

the rest of the torus by means of two regular curvest symmetrically disposed

A3A2       Ai Ai     A. A3

Fig. 2.   Torus of integration T = CC

on either side of it, enclosing a region n which we delete from the torus,

leaving Ti = T—n.

In case g is proper, or improper only of the second kind, the integrand of

(5.1) is defined and continuous on Tu

If g is improper of the first kind, the integrand is discontinuous at the

points of certain parallels and meridians, symmetrically disposed with respect

to the diagonal, and at most denumerably infinite in number. At a point

belonging to a parallel but not to a meridian of discontinuity (or vice-versa),

the discontinuity is in the form of distinct limitsj according as the point is

approached from one side or the other of the parallel (or meridian). At a

point of intersection of a parallel of discontinuity with a meridian of dis-

continuity, there are four distinct limitsî according to the quadrant within

which the point is approached.

In any event, the discontinuities of the integrand in Ti form at most a set

of zero measure.

Let d denote the diameter (greatest chord) of V, and 5>0 the smallest

value of \8—<j> | in Fx; then the integrand of (5.1) is bounded on Tu being

t The only curves which will come into consideration in this connection will be straight lines

parallel to the diagonal and images of them by the regular analytic transformations (6.1), (12.1).

% Some of these may accidentally be equal.
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d2
Ú - •

h
sin2 —

2

These two remarks insure the existence of the Riemann integral taken

over Ti of the integrand of (5.1).

Imagine now an infinite sequence of regions

Tl» t2, • • • , Tr, • • •

each contained in the preceding and shrinking to the diagonal as limit, so

that the complementary regions

Ti, T2, ■ ■ ■ , TT, • ■ •

swell continually and tend to the entire torus T as limit. Then, because

every element of the integral (5.1) is positive (wide sense) the proper Riemann

integrals

SL-ÍL-SL
form a continually increasing! sequence of positivef numbers. Hence they

approach either to a finite positive limit or to + oo ; and this limit is by

definition A{g), which thus appears as an improper integral. The same fact

of the positivity of each element proves easily that the value obtained for

A (g) is independent of the particular sequence of regions r used in its defini-

tion; in fact, A (g) may be defined uniquely as the upper bound of the integral

over any region of T to which the diagonal is exterior.

A (g) as an infinite series. For greater définiteness in determining A (g), we

proceed to divide the torus T into an infinite number of strips (Fig. 2) by

means of the lines

-♦!-— (r= 1,2,3, ...).í

The region defined by the inequality

(5.2) —-— á | Ö - *| á
r + 1

f That "increasing" and "positive" may here be taken in the strict sense follows by the same

proof given a little later on to show that Ar'(g) is strictly positive. The only assumption to be made

is that g is not a degenerate representation.

t By 19—ij>\ we shall understand the minor arc intercepted between the points 8 and <t> on the

unit circle C.
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consisting of a pair of strips symmetric with respect to the diagonal, will be

denoted by Ar. We then define the functional

(5.3) A^)=~[(~
1Ö5T J  J \.

£ki(fl) - gi(4>)]2

sin-* -

-ddd<t>.

This is a proper Riemann integral since the integrand stays bounded on

Ar, being
d2

sm'
2(r + 1)

[Certainly Ar(g) = 0; but it is interesting (though not necessary for the

sequel) to prove the strict inequality Ar(g)>0.

First we see that we could have Ar(g) = 0 only by having ^"=i[gi(0)

—£.(</>) ]2 identically zero in Ar. For if ^,"=i[gi(0)-gi(</»)]2 = /»>O at some

interior pointf of A,, it would be >/>/2 in at least a sufficiently small square

in the corner of one of the quadrants about this point; therefore this square

makes á contribution >0 to the value of the integral, which cannot be

neutralized by the non-negative contribution of the other elements; hence

Ar(g) > 0, contrary to the hypothesis Ar(g) = 0.

Thus Ar(g) =0 implies gi(8) =gi(<t>) (* = 1, 2, • • • , n) for all (8, <p) obeying

(5.2). Now it is easy to see that, for every <px, <p2 such that

(5.4) | <bi - <P2 \ S —
r+ 1

a 8 exists such that (8, <f>x) and (8, <f>2) obey (5.2). On account of the transitivity

of the relation gt(8) =gi(4>), it follows that Ar(g) = 0 implies gi(<j>i) =gi(<t>2) for

all (0i, <t>2) obeying (5.4).

Now any two points whatever 8, <p of C can be made the first and last of a

finite sequence 8, <pu d>2, ■ ■ ■ , </>m, <j> any two consecutive terms of which obey

(5.4). Consequently Ar(g) = 0 implies gi(d)—gi(<p) for all 8, <p; but then g

would be a degenerate representation; however, such are excluded from the

range of the argument in A (g).]

The functional A (g) may now be defined as the finite or positively infinite

sum of the infinite series of positive terms

t At a point of discontinuity this will mean that one of the two or four limiting values is equal

to p
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(5.5) A(g) = Ai(g) + A,(g) 4- ••• + Ar(g) + ■■■ .

6. The invariance of A{g).    This section is devoted to proving the im-

portant observation that A (g) is invariant under the transformation

9
a tan-\- b

0 2
(6.1) tan — =- (a, b, c, d real; ad — be 9¿ 0)

2 B
c tan-\- d

2

of the circumference of the unit circle into itself.

In the expression (5.1) for A{g) make the substitution

6 <b
(6.2) x = tan — »     y = tan — • t

2 2

We have
dBdqb d6d<t>

sin"
4>     (     e       <t> e       <t>\2

—       I sin — cos-cos — sin — )
V       2 2 2 2/

9 <b
sec2 —dB ■ sec2 —d<¡>

2 2 Adxdy

B <¿\2       (x-y)2
tan-tan

2 {)'

When 9 and <p vary independently over C from — w to +ir, x and y vary in-

dependently from — oo to 4- °° ; so that, denoting by hi{x), hi{y) the functions

which result from gi{9), gi{<p) by the substitutions inverse to (6.2) :

hi(x) = gi(2 arc tan x),  hi(y) = g¡(2 arc tan y),

we have as transformed expression for A (g) :

1   r+co  r+°°  " r .      dxdy
(6.3) Ait) = - DM*) - hi(y)]2--'— ■

4ir J-n   ¿-a,   i=i (x — y)2

In terms of the variables (6.2), the transformation (6.1) is

ax + b ay + b
(6.4) x =-»      y =-■

ex + d cy + d

f This may be interpreted as replacing the unit circle by a half-plane, its circumference by the

edge of the half-plane.
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Let gi(9), hi(x) be the functions that result from gi(8), hi(x) by the re-

spective transformations (6.1), (6.4); then

1   C+"  r+m  » r_ _ dxdy
(6.5) ¿(*) =7- I T,[hi(x) - hi(y)]2 ->-•

4v J-v   ./_   i_! (x — y)2

The domain of integration in (6.3) is the entire real plane (x, y), and the entire

real plane (x, y) is the domain of integration in (6.5), because (6.4) sets up a

one-one correspondence between all finite and infinite real values of x and of

x, and the same for y and y.

The following simple calculations now lead to the desired result :

ad — be ad — be
dx =-dx,    dy =-dy;

(cx + d)2 (cy + d)2

(ad — bc)(x — y)

x~s~ {cx + d)(cy + dy

dxdy dxdy

(x - y)2      (x - y)2

Therefore, by comparison of (6.5) with (6.3),

A(g)=A(g).

Equivalent representations. Three fixed points. Let us designate as equiva-

lent any two representations g, g which are related to one another by a trans-

formation (6.1). On account of the presence of three essential parameters in

the transformation, it is possible to find for every non-degenerate representa-

tion g an equivalent g which causes any chosen three distinct points of C to

correspond to any chosen three distinct points of T. In the notation of §3:

every element of UDÎ has an equivalent in SD?'.

Since A (g) has the same value for two equivalent g's, it follows that the

lower bound M of A (g) on 9JÎ is equal to the lower bound M' of A (g) on W ;

and if we can prove that M' is attained for a certain g, then obviously M is

attained for every g equivalent to g. As already pointed out, the advantage

of referring from 97Î to 9JÎ' is that the latter is a closed set not containing

any degenerate representation, while the former is an open set, having the

degenerate representations among its limit elements.

7. Fréchet's thesis; compact closed sets. We now have the problem of

proving that A(g) attains its minimum on27?'. This will be accomplished by

means of the simple and general ideas of Fréchet's thesis,f which concerns

real-valued functions on sets of a very general nature.

t For reference, see the Introduction.
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Suppose we have a set 21 of elements a of any nature. Fréchet terms this

an Z,-set under the following conditions. Every infinite sequence

ai, a2, • ■ ■ , am, • • •

of elements of 21 is definitely designated as convergent or divergent, and with

each convergent sequence there is associated a unique element of 21 called the

limit of the sequence. Every sub-sequence of a convergent sequence must

itself be convergent and have the same limit as the original sequence. Every

infinite sequence all of whose elements are identical with the same element of

21 is convergent and has this element for limit.

An Z,-set is termed compact if it obeys the Bolzano-Weierstrass theorem :

every infinite sub-set of the given set contains a convergent sequence of dis-

tinct elements, or has a limit element.

An Z-set is termed closed provided every limit of an infinite sequence of

elements of the set belongs to the set. Evidently the notion of closure has

meaning only when the given set is considered as part of a larger set.

An Z,-set both compact and closed is termed by Fréchet an extremal set,

because the fundamental theorem of Weierstrass that a continuous function

on a closed interval in the ordinary real domain attains its extreme values,

maximum and minimum, applies to such a set. This is easily proved in the

cited thesis after the following definition of continuous function on an Z-set

has been given.

A real-valued function U{a) of the elements of a set 21 is termed continuous

if whenever the sequence of elements

ai, a2, • • ' » am, • • •

converges to the element a as limit, then the sequence of functional values

U(ax), U(a2), ■■■ , U(am), ■ • •

converges in the ordinary sense to the value U{a). This means, of course, that

for every e>0 there is an index mf such that, for every m>me,

U(a) - e < U(am) < U(a) + e.

If we require only the first of these two inequalities, we have the notion of

lower semi-continuity: a function U{a) is lower semi-continuous if, with the

conventions of the preceding paragraph, we have

(7.1) U(am) > U(a) - e

for m>mt.
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An alternative statement is:

(7.2)    if ax, a2, ■ ■ • , am, ■ ■ • —» a,

and U(ax), U(a2), ■ ■ ■ , U(am), ■ ■ ■ -h»L,

then U(a) = L,

a condition also expressed in the form

U(a) = lim inf U(am).

It is shown by Fréchetf that a lower semi-continuous function on a com-

pact closed Z,-set attains its minimum value. Our proof that A (g) attains its

minimum will be a particular application of this general theorem. However,

for the sake of completeness, we will not assume this easily proved theorem,

but shall establish it in §10 with the actual setSDF and functional ^4(g) here

under consideration.

8. The topological correspondences between V and C as an ¿-set. With

a natural definition of limit, the set 9Î of all (proper, improper, and degener-

ate) representations of T as topological image of C is an L-set, as are also its

sub-sets 90? andSDF.  We will say, namely, that a sequence of representations

»(1)     «<«     .   .   .       »(m)     .  .   .
6       » 6       ' » 6 »

converges to a certain representation g as limit when the graphs of g(1),

g(2); - • - ; g*"0, ••• on the torus R = TC (Fig. 1) converge in the ordinary

sense to the graph of g; this will mean that if ¿?e denote the region covered by

a circle of radius e whose center describes the graph of g, then for all suffi-

ciently large values of m the graph of g(m) lies within ¿2e.

The Z-set 9î (and, automatically, its sub-sets SDi and W) has the impor-

tant property of compactness, the proof of which results directly from the

following theorem :J

An infinite set of curves contained in a finite domain is compact if the curves

are rectifiable and their lengths less than a fixed finite upper bound.

The torus ¿2 which contains all the graphs of 9î is a finite domain.

Suppose a rectilinear polygon inscribed in the graph of any representation

g. Then, resolving each side into its projections along a parallel and along a

meridian, and adding, we obtain

length of inscribed polygon = length of parallel+length of meridian,

where the cyclically monotonie character of the graph insures that each pro-

jection is counted once and only once. It follows from this inequality that each

t Loc. cit., §11, p. 9.

t Fréchet, loc. cit., p. 65.
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curve of 9Î is rectifiable and has a length = the finite upper bound : length

of parallel+length of meridian.

Thus 5R obeys all the conditions of the above theorem, and is compact.

SOF is an extremal set: compact and closed.

9. The lower semi-continuity of A(g). In (5.5) we have expressed A(g)

as the sum of an infinite series of positive terms.  Defining the partial sums

j ÊkiW-«<(*)]*
(9.1) Ar(g) = Aid) + *»(*) + • • • + Ar(g) =— f   f —-;-d6dd>,

16ir J   Jtt 8 - <¡>
sin2-

where Tr denotes the domain

IT

ú \e - 4> | g t,
r+l

we may also express A (g) as the limit of the sequence

Ai(g),A2(g), ■ ■ ■ ,Ar(g), ■ ■ ■ ,

which, since each Ar(g) >0, is continually increasing:

Ai(g) <A2(g) < ---KArd) <        .

It is easily seen that each Ar(g) is a continuous functional of g: if a sequence

of representations

ad)   (r(2)      .  .   .      ff(">)      .  .  .

tends to g as limit, then

Ar(gW), Ar(gm),  ■■■   , Ar(g^),  ■  ■  ■

tends to A r(g). For the integrand in (9.1) is uniformly bounded, being

d2

sin'
2(r + 1)

where d is the diameter of T, and under this condition it is permissible to pass

to the limit under the sign of integration.

The lower semi-continuity of A (g) now results from the following general

theorem.
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Theorem. If a sequence of continuous^ functions on an L-set tend, in

increasing (wide sense), to a limit function (finite or infinite valued), then this

limit function is lower semi-continuous.

Let a denote an arbitrary element of the Z-set, and

(9.2) Ui(a) = U2(a) = = Ur(a) = • • • ,

the increasing sequence of functions tending to the limit U(a). Let

ai, a2, • ■ • , am, ■ ■ •

be any sequence of elements converging to a as limit.

Case 1 : U(a) finite. If e > 0 be assigned arbitrarily, there exists an r, such

that for r>r,

(9.3) Ur(a) > U(a) - t/2 ■

We suppose that in this inequality r has a, fixed value >r«, for instance,

r=r.+l.

By hypothesis, the function UT is continuous; this implies the existence

of an m, such that for m>mt

(9.4) Ur(am) > Ur(a) - t/2 •

Combining the inequalities (9.3) and (9.4), we have

(9.5) Ur(am) > U(a) - e

ioi m>mt.

Now, by (9.2), each of the functions UT is, for any fixed value of the

argument, not greater than the limit function U; thus

(9.6) U(an) è UT(am)

for every m, in particular for m>mt.

From (9.5) and (9.6) it follows that

U(am) > U(a) - e

for m>m,; but this is the definition of lower semi-continuity, according to

(7.1).
Case 2: U(a) = -f- oo. Here lower semi-continuity becomes identical with

continuity: if ah a2, ■ ■ ■ , am, -is any sequence of elements converging to

a, then
U(ax), U(a2), ■■■, U(am), ■ ■ ■

tends to + oo.

t The theorem still remains valid if the functions of the sequence are merely lower semi-con-

tinuous. Cf. Carathéodory, Vorlesungen über reelle Funktionen, Leipzig, 1918, p. 175, where this

theorem is proved for functions of n real variables.
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For the proof, let G be an arbitrarily assigned finite positive number; then

since by hypothesis

lim Ur(a) = + co,
f—»00

an index r exists such that

(9.7) Ur(a)>2G.

Because of the continuity of the function U„ there exists an index ma

such that iorm>mG

(9.8) Ur(am)> Ur(a)-G.

Combining (9.7) and (9.8), we have

Ur(am) > G

îorm>ma. From this and (9.6), it follows that

U(am) > G

íorm>ma, that is,

lim U(am) = 4- oo,

which was to be proved.

Since A (g) obeys all the conditions of the theorem just proved, its lower

semi-continuity is established, f

10. A(g) attains its minimum. In this section we prove that A{g), as a

lower semi-continuous function on the compact closed set W, must attain

its minimum value on 9DÎ'.

Since the values of A (g) are all positive, and some are finite, they have a

finite lower bound ,M = 0.J By definition of lower bound, A{g) cannot take

any value less than M, but can approach to M from above as closely as we

please.  On this basis we can construct a minimizing sequence

(10.1) go), j(», . • . , g<->, . . . ,

that is, one such that

(10.2) A(g™),A(g™),---,A(g^),---

tends to the limit M; the construction of such a sequence is the first step in

the direct treatment of any calculus of variations problem.

t It is easy to prove that by making g approach suitably to g°, any number whatever ^Aig")

(including + » ) can be made the limit of A (g).

i After it has been proved that M is attained, it results that M >0.
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Now the sequence (10.1) may not converge to a limit, but since the set

SDF is compact, we can select a sub-sequence

(lo.io «<-»>, glm>\ • ■ •, gimk\ ■ ■■

which converges to a limit g*; on account of the closure of W, g* belongs to

9JÎ'.  The sequence of corresponding functional values

(10.2') A(g^),A(g^),---,A(g^),---,

being a sub-sequence of (10.2) with the limit M, must tend to the same limit

M.
Using the lower semi-continuity of A (g) as expressed in (7.2), we therefore

have

A(g*) = M;

but the definition of lower bound makes A(g*) <M impossible, consequently

A(g*) = M,

that is: the minimum of A (g) on 99F is attained for g*.

By the discussion at the end of §6, it follows that the minimum of A (g)

on 9JÍ is attained for g* and all its equivalents.

11. Calculation of the power series Si=<Fi'2(w). The rest of our argu-

ment is concerned with showing that the harmonic surface

Xi = WFi(w)

determined by the minimizing representation g* is minimal :

¿F/2(w) = 0.
i-l

This will be done by showing that, in a sense whose precise meaning appears

in the sequel, the last condition expresses the vanishing of the first variation

OÍA(g)ÍOTg = g*.

The functions Fi(w) determined by the representation

Xi = gi(8)

of T are given by the power series, convergent (at least) in the interior of the

unit circle C,

(11.1) Fi(w) = -^ + Z(aip - ibip)wpA
2 p_i

t Throughout, the symbol i will be used in two senses: i the index running from 1 to «, and »

the square root of —1. This notation should not lead to any confusion.
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where aip, bip are the Fourier coefficients of gi{9) :

(11.2) aip = — I gi(6) cos pBdB,   bip = — I g¿(9) sin pBdB.

Instead of ^,"=iF/2(w) we shall find it more convenient to work with

w22~2'!=iFí2{w) ; it will be easy to dispose of the factor w2 when we wish. The

latter expression is representable in the interior of C by a power series, deriva-

ble from (11.1) by performing formally the operations indicated:

(11.3) w2 Tßi2(w) =  }Z(Am - iBm)w"

The special object of this section is to calculate the coefficients Am,Bm; the re-

sults appear in (11.15).

Since the power series (11.1) is convergent in the interior of C, we may

differentiate termwise, and find

00

(11.4) wFi(w) =   Y,p{iip - ibip)wp.
p=i

Rewriting this as

00

(11.40 wF'i(w) =   2Zq{ait- ibiq)vß,
q-i

we obtain, on multiplying together (11.4) and (11.4') and summing as to

i from 1 to », the formula (11.3) with

n

(11.5) Am — iBm =   2~2 2~2p(aip — ibip)-q(aiq — ibiq)
t=l p,q

where the range of the summation indices p, q is

(11.6) p ^ 1,  gèl,  p + q = m.

From (11.2),

aip - ibiP = — I gi(9)e-pi9d9,   aiq - ibiq = — I gi(<j>)e-«*d<t>.

The product of the two parts of this formula, after multiplying the first by p,

the second by q, may be expressed as a double integral:

.        .   P(iip — ibip)-q(aiq — ibiq)

- —  i     f giWgi(<t>) ■ Pe~pie -qe-«*- ddd<p.
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We have obviously

(11.8)    j      \g? (6) ■ pe~pie■ ge-«<* • d8dd, =    I g? (8) ■ pe~pi$dd ■   j qe-<*dd> = 0

since the second factor vanishes; and similarly

(11.8') f     i g? (<j>) ■ pe~pie • qe-** • d8d<p = 0.
J c   " c

By the last three equations we may write

p(aiP — ibip)-q(a{Q — ibiQ)

(11-9) 1    r     C r
- - I"! lëi(8) - gi(<t>)]2-pe-pie-qe-^-dddd,,

for, on expanding the bracket squared, this reduces to (11.7) when account

is taken of (11.8), (11.8').

Substituting (11.9) in (11.5), we have

(11.10).4m - iBm =- í      f    Í[gi(8) - gi(4>)]2- T,pe-pi°-qe-Qi*-dddd>.
2n2 Jc    Jc     i-l p.q

Accordingly, we have to calculate

(11.11) J^pe-^-qe-'«*
p,t

where the range of /», q is as defined in (11.6).  Let

(11.12) e-'« = r,  e-** = z,

so that (11.11) becomes

Zz-f-çz« = (m - l)J»-iz + (m - 2)Çm~2-2z2 H-

(11.11')    "'
+ 2f2-(w - 2)zm-2 + f-(w - \)zm~K

The value of the last expression can be found by starting with the geo-

metric progression

¡-m+l _ zm+l

rm + rra_iz + çn~2z2 + • • • + f2zm-2 + fzm_i + zm =-
Ç - z

Applying to this the operator

d2
tz-,

dÇdz
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we get

(11.13)   2ZpÇ"-qzq - (» + l)mm + z"0(r - z)-2 - 2f«(f -"+1 - zn+1)(f - z)"3.
p.«

The calculation of the first and second terms of this expression is as

follows.

First term.  Let

(11.14)

Then

9 + <t>              6 - <p
a =-»      S =-—

fZ   =   e-i(*+*)   =   g-2w.

fm + zm = (cos W0 4- COS W0) — i'(sm m0 + sin *M^)

= 2 cos »wo- cos w5 — 2 i sin mcr cos mh

= 2 cosw5e_m'";

f — z = (cos 6 — cos 0) — ¿(sin 9 — sin <p)

= — 2 sin <r sin 5 — 2î cos a sin 5

(r - z)-2 = -

= — 2i sin he-'";

1

A sin2 5

(m + 1) cos mh
First term =-ermi".

2 sin2 5

Second term.

fz = <r2i';

j-m+i _ zm+i = _ 2i sin (w + l)5e-(m+1)i,rJ

found from the above formula for f — z by replacing 9,<p by (w+l)0, (w4-l)</>;

1
(f - z)-3 =-e3U;

8isin35

sin (»» + 1)5
Second term =-e~mi".

2 sin3 5

Substituting these results in (11.13), we obtain

(m + 1) cos mh      sin (m + l)h\_, (      (m + 1) cos mh      sin (m + 1)5)
ZKp-?z« =  {-——-+ V
p,„ I 2sm25 2 sin3 5     1

e
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The bracket is equal to

— (m + 1) • 2 cos mh sin 5 + 2 sin (m + 1)5

4 sin3 5

- (m + 1) {sin (m + 1)5 - sin (m-l)h\ +2 sin (m + 1)5

4 sin3 5

(m — 1) sin (m + 1)5 — (m + 1) sin (m — 1)5

4 sin3 5

so that, referring to the notation (11.12), we have finally for the expression

(11.11):

(m — 1) sin (m + 1)5 — (m + 1) sin (m — 1)5
2_,pe-pi>-qe-qi* =-e~m".
P,q 4 sin3 5

Substituting this in (11.10), we get

A m - iBm = — f     f    ¿ [gi(9) - gi(4>) ]2
8ir¡ Je   Je    i=i

(m — 1) sin (m + 1)5 — (m + 1) sin (m — 1)5

sin3 5
e-mitrd6d<t>.

Writing e~mi' = cos ma — i sin ma, separating the real and imaginary parts,

and referring to the notation (11.14), we arrive at the final expressions for

Am, J5m:

(11.15)

Am-^~ f    f   ±[gi(e) - gi(<i>)]2
8ir'Jc   Jc   i=i

r        9-$-\ r        e-<f\
(m—1) sin   (m+1)-   —(wî4-1) sin   (m— 1)-

9—<p
sin3-

racos   m-   dddeb,

^ = r^f    f   ¿tai*)-*(*)]*
Sir   »»c   *^c    i-i

r      ö-*i r      f?—0~i
(m-l) sin (w+1)-   -(m+1) sin   (m-1)-

sin | m —— I dddip.
9 — <t>

sin3-

r 9+<i>-\
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It may be observed that these are proper Riemann integrals, for the

fraction, which takes for 8 = <p the indeterminate form 0/0, has the limiting

value — (2/3)m(m2 — 1).

12. The functions Cm(\), Sm(\); Cmr(X), Smr(\). Hypothesis. The work

of §§12-15 is valid on the sole hypothesis that g is a fixed representation

for which the functional A (g) has a finite value.f In particular, we may

put g = g*, the minimizing representation of A(g), since A(g*) is finite.

Consider the transformations

8 = 8 + X cos md = c(8),  8 = 8 + X sin md = s(8),
(12.1)

m any fixed positive integer,

of the unit circle C into itself C.   If X is a real parameter restricted to the

interval

1 1
(12.2) -<X<—,

m m

then each of these transformations is one-one and continuous.   This results

from the fact that the respective derivatives

do dd
— = 1 — m\ sin md,   — = 1 + m\ cos md
dd dd

are positive for all 8 under the condition (12.2).   Consequently the trans-

formations (12.1) have one-one continuous inverses

(12.1') d = c~\d),  d = s~\d),

and applying these to the representation g, we get the family of representa-

tions g(c^(d)), g(s~l(d)), depending on the parameter X.

The values of A (g) for these representations are respectively

í È[gi(c-K8)) - gi(c-K*))]2

- I  I   —-:-=-ddd4>,
loir J J j 0 - <p

-if-L6ir J Jñ

Y,[gi(s-l(ë)) - gi(s-\<t>))]2

16x J Jy .     8 - <t>
-dOd<t>,

sin2

t It will follow from §17 that, in particular, g cannot be improper of the first kind.
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where the torus T = CC corresponds to the torus T = CC by the equations

(12.1). Making the change of variables (12.1) in these double integrals, we

obtain two functions of X, which we will denote respectively by Cm(X), 5m(X) :

1    C C   Ar ,   (1 — rrik sin md)(l — m\ sin m<p)

Cm^ =7T EfoW - giMY       /0    ,-^—-—^
1Ó7T J Jr   i=i /8 — 4>       cosmd — cosm<b\

sin2-h X-)
V 2 2 /

(12.3)
1    r C    Ar ,  (1 + mX cos md)(\ + m\ cos md>)

S"W =7r\\      £[*•(*)   -  "MF--a       , a-^-^md4>-
tfyirJJT   i-i /d — <t>       smmd — smm<p\

sin2 I-h X-)
V 2 2        /

These are improper Riemann integrals (singular locus 6 = <p).

As in §5, we express the torus T as the sum of an infinite number of strips:

F = A, + A2 + • • • + Ar + • • • ,

defined by (5.2). Replacing the domain of integration T in (12.3) by Ar, we

derive the functions

1     r r    Ar -,  (1 — wX sin md)(\ — m\ sin m<b)
Cmr(\) = — Zki(8) - gi(4>)r-——-^—-TT-dM*'

16irJJ¿r i_i (d — 4>        cosmd — cosmd>\
sin2 {-h X-)

,        x \    2 2 /
(12.4)

1     r C    Ar ,   (1 + f»X cos md)(\ + m\ cos w<£)
5mr(X) - — I        EkiW - £*(</>) F-^—7-4—J-^-TT^M*-

IotJJa   i=i ¡8 — é        sin w0 — sin m <¿\
sin.(—+ X-)

These are proper Riemann integrals since the domain Ar does not contain any

singular points 0=0.

In this way we have for definition of Cm(X), 5m(X) the infinite series

C«(X) = Ci(X) + Cm2(X) + • • • + Cmr(X) + • • • ,

5m(X)   =  Smi(\)  + Sm2(\)  +   •   ■  •  + Smr(\)  +   ■  ■  ■   -

Complex values of X. We shall wish to make use of certain classic con-

vergence theorems valid only in the complex domain; for this reason we now

allow X to be a complex variable:

X = p + vi,

subject to the restriction

(12.6) |X| < 1/m-
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The (open) circle in the complex plane defined by this inequality will be

denoted by Qm.   Evidently Qm contains the real interval (12.2).

The expressions (12.4) are still proper Riemann integrals defining the

now complex-valued functions Cmr(X), 5mr(X). To be assured of this, we must

show that the denominators of the respective integrands do not vanish in

the domain Ar.  These denominators are

/9 — <p        cos md — cos m<t>          cos md — cos m<p
sin2 (-1- p-1- iv-

V 2 2 2

¡9 — <j>         sin md — sin truj)           sin m9 — sin m<j>
sin21-h P-■ + iv-

V 2 2 2

Since the function sin2 (z/2) vanishes when and only when z = 2kir {k = 0,

± 1, 4 2, • • • ), it is evident that for these expressions to vanish we must have

respectively

9 + p cos m9 = é + p cos mqb,
(12.7)

9 + p sin m9 = <j> + p sin m<j> (mod 2ir).

But \ß\=% |X | < 1/m, and under this condition on the real parameter p the

equations (12.1), with p in place of X, define a one-one transformation. Hence

each equation (12.7) implies

9 = (b (mod 2ir) ;

but this condition is never satisfied in the domain Ar.

The proof is thus complete that Cmr(X), 5mr(X) are well-defined by the

formulas (12.4) for all values of X in the interior of the circle Qm.

We now define COT(X), Sro(X) for complex X by the infinite series (12.5)

provided these series are absolutely convergent. We shall prove that the

series in question are indeed absolutely convergent for all X in Qm, and then

(what is of paramount importance) that Cm(X), 5m(X) are analytic functions

of X in Qm.

Plan. The proof of the analyticity of Cm{\), 5m(X) will consist of a direct

application of the Weierstrass double-series theorem, f We will show in §13

that each term Cmr(X), 5mr(X) of the series (12.5) is an analytic function of

X in Qm, and then in §14 that the series (12.5) is uniformly convergent in

every circle concentric with and smaller than Qm. The result is to justify the

formal operation of expanding in powers of X the integrands in the formulas

(12.3) for Cm(X), Sm{\), and then performing termwise the double integra-

tion as to 6, </».

■

)■

t Cf. Knopp, Funktionentheorie, Berlin and Leipzig, 1918, vol. 1, p. 89.
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13. Analyticity of Cmr(X), 5mr(X).    Considering the formulas (12.4) for

Cmr(X), 5mr(X), we have just shown that the denominators of the fractions

(1 — m\ sin md)(l — m\ sin m<p) (1 + mk cos md)(l + m\ cos m<f>)
(13.1)-» -

/9 — ó        cosmd — cos md>\               19 — é        sin m9 — sin md>\
*,(— + X-j-)     sin.(_ + X-)

do not vanish for {9, </>) in Ar and X in Qm ; therefore these fractions are holo-

morphic functions of X in Qm, depending on the parameters 9, </>. They are

developable in a series of powers of X convergent in Qm, with coefficients

functions of 9, <j>. The developments may be obtained in the usual way as

Taylor series, and are given by the following calculations, where we retain

terms only as far as the first power of X.

Returning to the notation (11.14),

(13.2) a = h(6 + 4>),    S = è(0-</>),

we have

9 — <t>       cos md — cos m<j>
-\- X-= 5 — X sin ma sin mh.

2 2

Making in the Taylor expansion

1 12 cos x
-h +

the substitutions

we get

(13.3)

sin2 (x + h)      sin2 x       sin3 x

x = 5,   h = — X sin ma sin mh,

1

19 — é        cos mB — cos md>\
sin2 (-4- X- )

1 2 cos 5 sin m a sin m 5
- + x-—-+

sin2 5 sin3 5

For the numerator of (13.1) we have

(1 — mX sin m6)(l — m\ sin me)
(13.4)

= 1 + X(— 2m sin ma cos mh) + term in X2.

Multiplying together (13.3) and (13.4),  we get for the development of

the first of (13.1)

1 ( 2 cos 5 sin ma sin mh      2m sin ma cos mh ")

+ M-—,-rzrK-)+■■•
\ sm6 h sin2 5 ;sin2 5
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The bracket reduces to

2 cos 5 sin mô — 2m cos ma sin 5

(13.5)

sin3 5

{sin (m + 1)5 + sin (m — 1)5} — wjsin (m + 1)5 — sin (m — 1)5}

sin3 5

(m — 1) sin (m + 1)5 — (m + 1) sin (m — 1)5

sin3 5

Thus we have finally, referring to (13.2),

(1 — m\ sin m8)(l — rriK sin nup) 1

sin ma

sin ma.

(8 — d>       cosmd — cos m<p\ 8 — <p
sin2 (-1- X-)       sin2-

V    2 2 / 2

r            8-d>~]                     r           8-<p-\
(m—1) sin   (m+1)-— (m+\) sin   (m — 1)-

sin   >:
0+<¿"|

— X- - —sin| m——
8 — 4>

sin3 -
2

An entirely similar calculation gives for the second fraction (13.1):

(1 + m\ cos m8)(l + m\ cos me) 1

(13.5') -^—--r-1--— =-■-
(8 — 4>        sin md — sin m<b\ 8 — <j>

sin2 I-\- X-)        sin2 -
\    2 2 / 2

(m-l) sin|(w+l)--(m+1) sin | (m-1)---|
L 2 J L 2 J    r   d+d>l

+ X-cos  m-   + • • • .

, 8-<p L       2   J
sin3 -

2

The following observation is now of prime importance: if X is given any

fixed value in Qm, so that

. 1
(13.6) |X| = po <—,

m

then the series (13.5), (13.5') are uniformly convergent when (8, <p) varies over

Ar. To prove this, denote by F(8, $, X) the first member of (13.5), and let

p be any fixed positive number such that

1
(13.7) p0<p< —•

m
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Suppose 9, <p, X to vary arbitrarily subject to the conditions

(13.8) (9,0)inAr,     |X|=P.

The three-dimensional domain so defined is evidently closed and bounded,

and the positive real-valued function \F{6, <p, X) | is finite and continuous

on this domain, for it has been shown that the denominator of F{9, <f>, X) is

never zero in (13.8). By a fundamental theorem, \F{9, <j>, X) | has therefore

a finite upper bound on (13.8):

| F(9, <p, X) | = B,

B being a positive real number independent of 9, <p, X.

We now apply the appraisal formula of Cauchyf for the coefficients in

the power series expansion of an analytic function. According to this formula,

if Ak{9, <f>) denote the coefficient of X* in the power series (13.5), then

\Ak(9,<t>)\ Ú-
P*

for all {6, <t>) in Ar.  Hence, with (13.6),

|A*(M)x*| = B(-)k-

Since the series of constant positive terms

£»(*)*
k-0       \ P /

is convergent, being a geometric progression of ratio < 1 (by (13.7)), the con-

ditions of a standard uniform convergence test of Weierstrass are satisfied,

and we have proved the uniform convergence of (13.5) for X fixed in Qm and

{9, <p) varying over Ar. The same argument applies to (13.5').

That this uniform convergence is not disturbed when, to obtain the inte-

grands in (12.4) of Cmr(X), Sror(X), we multiply (13.5), (13.5') by ZLi[gi(0)
—gi{<p)]2, results from the fact that the multiplying factor is bounded:

¿[**(*) - giWl2 = à2,
t-i

where d is the diameter of T.

Consequently, after introducing this factor in (13.5), (13.5'), we may

integrate as to 9, <j> over Ar term by term, and find that Cmr(X), SmrÇX) are equal

to power series in X :

f Cf. Knopp, loc. cit., vol. 1. p. 84.
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(13.9)
Cmr(X) = Ar(g) + CL(0)\ + ■ ■ ■ ,

Smrfr)   =  Ar(j?)   + S'mr(fi)\ +   •   •   •   ,

convergent for X in Qm-

We are especially interested in the values of the coefficients of the first

power of X, which, referring to (13.5), (13.5'), are seen to be

C'mr(0)   =
16x./ JAr i=i

..(*)]*

r       8-4>~\
(m—l) sin   (m+1)-   — (m+1) sin

d-d>~]
(W_1)_ZJ

d-d>
sin

[-^
ddd<p,

sin"

(13.10)

S'mr(0)=-^- ff   Í[gi(d) - giW]
16x J J&r i_i

8-4>
(m—l) sin (m+iy

r 8-4>l
— (m+1) sin   (m—l)-

1-4,
cos lm—\ d8d<t>.

14. Analyticity of the functions Cm(\), Sm(\). The function Cm(X) is

defined by the infinite series (12.5), each of whose terms has just been proved

analytic in the circle Qm. We proceed to prove that this series is uniformly

convergent in every smaller concentric circle

(14.1) |X| up, p<--
m

The analyticity of Cm(X) will then result immediately by the Weierstrass

double-series theorem. The same argument applies to Sm(\).

Considering Cmr(X), we have from (12.4)

(14.2)

Cmr(X)\^-L ff   £[gi(d) - gi(é.)]2
loir J Jil,  i=i

(1 — m\ sin md)(l — m\ sin m<p)

sin' (rr + x
cos md — cos md>\

2 /

ddd<t>.

Comparing this with the formula (5.3) for Ar(g), also a double integral

over Ar with positive real elements, we wish to prove that the quotient of the

integrand of (14.2) by that of Ar(g),
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0(9, <p, X)  =
(14.3)

has a finite upper bound when {9, <p) varies over the entire torus T {not merely

over Ar) and X varies independently over the closed circle (14.1).

The expression (14.3) is not defined on the diagonal 9=<f> of the torus T,

taking there the indeterminate form 0/0; but it is seen directly that (14.3)

has the limit value 1 for 9=<p:

(14.3') Q(4>,<p,\) = 1.

The function Q{9,<p, X) is thus defined on the closed domain (of four real

dimensions)

(14.4) (9,4>)onT, \ X | = p,

by (14.3) if 9?<p and by (14.3') if 0 = </>. As has been remarked several times,

the denominator of (14.3) cannot vanish if |X | < 1/m, 9^(p. Hence Q{9, <j>, X)

is finite and continuous on the closed and bounded domain (14.4).  It there-

fore has a finite positive upper bound K.

Consequently,

(14.5) | Cmr(X) | = KAr(g)

where it is to be emphas:zed that K is independent of r.

According to the hypothesis stated at the beginning of §12, g is a fixed

representation for which A (g) is finite. It follows that

KAx(g) + KA2(g) + ■■■ + KAr(g) + ■■■

is a series of constant, positive terms, convergent to the sum ¿L4(g). By the

inequality (14.5) this series dominates the series (12.5) for Cm(X). Therefore,

by the same uniform convergence test of Weierstrass used in the preceding

section, the series (12.5) for Cm(X) is absolutely and uniformly convergent in

the circle (14.1).

The conditions of the Weierstrass double-series theorem being now satis-

fied, we may assert that Cm{\) is analytic in the circle Qm.

According to the same theorem, the coefficients in the power series repre-

senting Cm(X) are to be found by adding together the coefficients of like

powers of X in the various terms Cmr(X) (summation of the double series by

columns). By §13, the coefficient of any given power of X in the expansion

of Cmr(X) is a double integral taken over Ar of an integrand that is the same

for all r.   Therefore the coefficient of this power of X in Cm(X) is the double

(l — mh sin mV){i — mh sin m<p)

(j>       cos mB — cos m<p\
-h X -sin2 I -

v — <t>
sin2->
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integral of the same integrand taken over the entire torus T.  Consequently,

referring to (13.9), (13.10), we have

(14.6) Cm(X) = A(g) + Cri (0)X + • • •

with

(14.7) C.'(0)- ~^-ff   t[gi(8) - giWY
lOJT J  Jt      i=l

(m—l) sin
8-<p-]                      r           d-<pl

(m+1)-   -(w+l)sin   (m-1)-

d-d>
sin3 -

r  8+<pi
lm—\sin   m-   ddd<p ■

2

The entire preceding argument applies to 5m(X), and gives

(14.60 Sm(\) = A(g) + S»! (0)X + • • ■

with

(14.70  Sm'(0)=-^ff   tki(8) - gi(4>)Y
loir J Jt   i-i

r            0-4>~]                       r            8-4>l
(m—l) sin   (ot+1)-   — (m+1) sin   (m+1)-

8 — <¡>
sin3 -

[»^]

cos   m-   d8di>.

15. Relations between Am, Bm and Cm'(0), 5OT'(0). The ultimate pur-

pose of the calculations of §§11-14 was to establish the following relations,

observable immediately by comparing (11.5) with (14.7), (14.7'):

2                              2
(15) Am = — Sni (0), Bm =-CJ (0).

7T IT

16. Existence of the minimal surface. The introduction of complex val-

ues of X having served its purpose of establishing the power series (14.7),

(14.7'), we now return to real values of X in the interval (12.2),

1 1
(16.1) -<X<—,

m m

where these power series remain valid, since this interval is part of the circle

L*b*

By applying the one-one continuous transformations (12.1) to the fixed

representation g, we obtained in §12 a family of representations depending on
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the parameter X, and containing, for X=0, the original representation g.

Thus the function Cm(X) is a part of the functional A (g) in the sense that its

values are those of A (g) on a certain part of the total range of g.

Suppose now g = g*, the minimizing representation of ^4(g). Then, a

fortiori, C,„(X), considered as a function on the interval (16.1), has a mini-

mum at X = 0, the value corresponding to g*. Consequently,

(16.2) Cm'(0)=0.

Analogously,

(16.2') 5m'(0) = 0.

Therefore, by (15),

(16.3) Am = 0,  Bm = 0.

Since m may have any integral value, it follows that every coefficient in

w22~^1=\Fi'2{w) vanishes, where Fi{w) are the power series, convergent within

the unit circle, determined by g* according to (11.1), (11.2). Hence, dividing

out the non-identically vanishing factor w2, we have

(16.4) ¿¿7/2(w) = 0,
i—1

which expresses that the harmonic surface

Xi = SRFi(w)

determined by g* is minimal.

That this minimal surface is bounded by T will follow after we have shown

in the next two sections that g* is a proper representation of T.

17. g* cannot be improper of the first kind. We will rule out the possi-

bility that g* be improper of the first kind by proving that for a g of this type

A(g) = + cc.

Since, by the hypothesis governing Part I, A (g) takes a finite value for at least

one representation g, the supposition that g*, minimizing A{g), could be im-

proper of the first kind is thus reduced to an absurdity.

In an improper representation of the first kind, a point P of C corresponds

to an arc Q'Q" of T less than all of T. Since, by hypothesis, T has no double

points, the end points Q', Q" are distinct and their distance / is not equal to

zero.

The (vector) function g will have a discontinuity at P, where the distinct

one-sided limits Q', Q" will exist. Therefore if two points of C approach to P
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from opposite sides, the distance between the corresponding points of T

tends to / as limit.  Consequently, if/ denote any fixed proper fraction,

(17.1) ÍL[gi(8) ~ gi(<l>)]2 > ft2

under the conditions

(17.2) a <8 £ a + 8,  a - 5 ^ d> < a,

where a denotes the angular coordinate of P and 5>0 is fixed sufficiently

small.

The domain (8, </>) defined by (17.2) is a square 5 on the torus T, with one

vertex 0=0 = a on the diagonal of T.

aa+e  a+ô

Fig. 3

Since the double integral (5.1) defining A(g) is composed of non-negative

elements, its value over T is not less than its value over S:

(17.3)

therefore, by (17.1),

(17.4)

1 Zlgi(8) - gi(<t>)]2

sin"

A(g)^mff

8 — <j>
~2~

dddd>

sin*
-<t>

where m=fl2/(16ir) is a positive constant.

The integral (17.4) is improper, since the integrand becomes infinite at the

vertex of S lying on the diagonal 0=0; hence this integral must be expressed

as a limit :
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r r      d8d<t> r r      dBd<t>                ra+s ra-*     d9dd>
(17.5) -— = lim -— = lim -— •

J Js          6 - <p      «-o J Jse         9 - <j)      «-o Ja+t Ja_j           0 - <t>
sin2- sin2- sin2-

2 2                                                2

Here 5e is the square indicated in Fig. 3, obtained from S by removing strips

of width « along two of its sides.

We have for any double integral between constant limits the formula

f     f f(9, <t>)dBd<t> = F(b, d) - F(b, c) - F(a, d) + F(a, c),
J a     J c

where F{9, <j>) is any primitive of f{9, <p), that is, such that

d2F

d9d(j>

In the case of (17.5),

= M*).

8 - <j>
F = 4 log sin->

and therefore

ça+l       ça-, ¿ßjf 5   —   É

I I- = 4 log sin-
J^a+t       "a-i .    „ 0  —  <t> 2

sin2-
2

5 -
— 4 log sin 5 — 4 log sin « 4- 4 log sin ■

i

If now e—*0, the limit of the third term is + co, while the other terms stay

finite; therefore the double integral over S is equal to + co ; consequently, by

(17.4),
A(g) = + co.

18. g* cannot be improper of the second kind. That g* cannot be im-

proper of the second kind means that an arc P'P" of C, less than all of C,

cannot correspond by g* to a single point Q of T. This will be established by

showing that g* cannot convert an arc P'P" of C into a point Q of T without

converting all of C into the point Q (degenerate representation).

The harmonic functions 9tF¿(w) determined by g* are given by

1    r   ei0 + w
(18.1) Fi(w)=-\   —-gi*(8)d9

2t Jc  e1" — w

(equivalent to the integral of Poisson). It is permissible to differentiate under

the integral sign, and we obtain
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(d)de.
1   r       2wei9

(18.2) wF((w)=- gi*
2k Jc (elS — w)2

Writing w=peia, and taking the imaginary part of each side, we find

2p(l - p2) sin (d - a)
i*(6)dd.

1    r      2p(l - p2) sin (d - a)
(18.3) $wFl(w) = --       -r-^--'       \       '  ¿

2t Jc  [1 — 2p cos (d — a) + p2^

Except for the minus sign, the last expression is identical with one studied

by Fatou in his thesis, f Fatou shows that at every point where the derivative

g*'(8) exists and is continuous the expression in question has a unique limit

equal to g*'(8) when (p, a)—»(1, 8).

Since in the present case g*(6) is supposed constant on a certain arc

P'P", g*'(8) has the continuous value zero on this arc; hence for 0 any point

interior to P'P",

(18.4) lim $wF¡(w) =0 (i = 1, 2, • • • , w).

We have proved in §16 that, Fi(w) being determined by g*,

n n

Erf,!i(w) =  T,[^wFi(w) + i$wFl(w)]2 = 0;
t-l i=l

taking real parts, we have

Tt[Wv>Fl(w)]2 =   Í2i3wFÍ(w)]2.
t-l i=l

Therefore, by (18.4),
n

lim    T,[MvF¡(w)]2 = 0;
w—*ei9     i— i

and since for each value of i

1/2,      n \1

mwFi(w)\ g j Z[$r«»f;(w)]2 v

we have

(18.40 limmwFKw) =0 (i = 1,2, • • • , n).

By (18.4) and (18.4'),

(18.5) lim wF'i(w) =0 (i = 1, 2, • • • , n),

for 0 any interior point of P'P".

t P. Fatou, Séries trigonomêtriques et séries de Taylor, Acta Mathematica, vol. 30 (1906), pp.

347-348.
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Since the limiting value of the function wF' {w) when w approaches to

any point of the circular arc P'P" is real, we may apply the symmetry

principle of Riemann-Schwarzf to prolong the function analytically across

this arc, attaching conjugate imaginary values to points inverse with respect

to the arc. The function wF' {w) will then be equal to zero on an arc interior

to a domain of regularity, and is therefore identically equal to zero. Hence

Fi{w) is identically equal to a constant, Fi{w) =ai+ibi.

It follows that Xi—g*{9), boundary values of IRF^w), makes all of C cor-

respond to the point of coordinates as, but this is contrary to hypothesis.

By this and the preceding section, the representation g* is proper; and

therefore the minimal surface of §16, determined by g*, is bounded by T.

With this, we have completed the solution of the problem of Plateau for

any finite-area-spanning contour in »-dimensional euclidean space.

II. An arbitrary Jordan contour

19. The Jordan contour as a limit of polygons. The case of an arbitrary

Jordan contour T, for which A (g) is identically 4- °°, will be dealt with by

regarding T as the limit of a sequence of non-self-intersecting polygons!

(19.1) r«>, r<2>, ■ • •, r<m\ • • ■ .

Let T, referred to a fixed initial parameter t, have the equations

(19.2) Xi=fi(t).

Then the polygons can be represented parametrically by equations

(19.3) xí = f?\t), x,- = ff\t), ■ ■ • , *<- f!m\t),

so that/i(m)(i) tends uniformly to fi{t) when m—>co.

Each polygon r(m) has, by Part I, a parameter 0 such that the corre-

sponding representation

(19.4) Xi = glm\8)

t Cf. G. Julia, Principes Géométriques d'Analyse, Paris, 1930, pp. 44-48, especially paragraph e.

J See C. Jordan, Cours d'Analyse (2d edition, Paris, 1893), p. 93. The polygons may be only

partially inscribed in V, being derived from inscribed polygons by removing possible loops.

We could also proceed by expressing the continuous functions x, =/<(<) representing r as the

limits of their Fejér trigonometric polynomials Xi = Sim(t). The contours r(m) thus represented might

have multiple points. By referring back to Part I, it will be seen that this does not prevent the ex-

istence of a representation t=wm(6) of r(m) on C such that the parameter 9 determines a minimal sur-

face; only this representation might be improper in that a loop of r(m> could correspond to a single

point of C, for the argument of §17 breaks down when /=0, and only then. The reader will readily

see that the use of an improper representation /=&>„,(£>) of r(™) would not at all complicate the proof

which follows.
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determines a minimal surface bounded by r("°:

Xi = ïïfT\w),

(19-5) ¿[,rw = o.
i-l

Each parameter 0 of (19.4) is related to the corresponding parameter t

oí (19.3) by a proper topological transformation

(19.6) t = «i(0),    t = cc2(8),   • • ■   ,    t - «„(0),    • • •

of the unit circle C (considered as 0-locus) into itself (considered as i-locus).

By adjoining a linear fractional transformation (6.1), which, according to

§6, changes nothing essential in the preceding relations, we can secure that

each transformation (19.6) converts three distinct fixed points 8X, 82, 83 into

three distinct fixed points U, t2, t3.

The sequence (19.6) is thus part of the set W (§3) of topological trans-

formations of C into itself. Since 9JÍ' is compact and closed, we can select

from (19.6) a sub-sequence converging to a limit

(19.7) t = w(8),

which belongs to W, and may be proper or improper but not degenerate,

since W contains no degenerate representations. To avoid complicating the

notation, we will suppose that (19.6) already represents this convergent

sub-sequence, and similarly in the formulas (19.1) to (19.5).

Let the (proper or improper) representation of T derived by applying the

transformation (19.7) to (19.2) be

(19.8) Xi = gi(d) =f(w(8));

then we have

(19.9) lim glm\d) = gi(d),
m—*«

abstraction being made, in case the representation g is improper of the first

kind, of the values of 0, at most denumerably infinite in number, where

gi(8) is discontinuous. (19.9) rests on the fact (whose proof is trivial) that

if fiim)(l) tends uniformly to the continuous f((t) when m—><x>, then if tm—H

as m—>«>, we have lim/i(m)(í„) =/i(i) for m—>°o.

The assertion is now easily proved that if

(19.10) xí = SRFi(w)
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are the harmonic functions determined by g,(0), then

(19.11) ¿F/2(w)=0,
i=l

so that the surface (19.10) is minimal.

For consider (18.2) without the factor w:

tmy 1   r        2e*6
(19.12) p\> (w) = -       —--,«(-) (B)d8.

2t Jc (e" — w)2

Since all the polygons r(m) are contained in a finite region of space, the func-

tions g>(m)(0) are uniformly bounded; and if w is any fixed point interior to

the unit circle, the denominator {e^—w)2 remains superior in absolute value

to a fixed positive quantity when ew describes C. Therefore the integrand in

(19.12) remains uniformly bounded during the limit process (19.9); conse-

quently the limit of the integral is equal to the integral of the limit:

(19.13) lim F™'(w) =F¡(w).

It is evident that in case g is improper of the first kind this result is not

affected by the circumstance that the points of discontinuity of g,(0) are not

considered in the limit relation (19.9), since these points, being at most

denumerably infinite in number, form a set of zero measure.

The result (19.11) now follows from (19.13) and the subsistence of (19.5)

for every m.

20. The minimal surface is bounded by T. To show that the minimal

surface whose existence is proved in the preceding section is bounded by T,

we must prove that the representation (19.8) of T is proper. That it cannot

be improper of the second kind is proved in §18, which, being based on the

relation (19.11), applies here with full validity. We cannot however apply

the argument of §17 to prove that (19.8) cannot be improper of the first

kind. For although we would still have for a g of this kind A (g) = 4- °o, it

would not be true in the case of a general Jordan contour that A (g) sometimes

takes finite values.

We therefore use the following argument, based on the relation (19.11),

to obtain the desired result. Suppose that under g the point P of C cor-

responds to the arc Q'Q" of T. Since T is a Jordan curve, Q' and Q" are dis-

tinct: and if fl< denote the coordinates of Q', Z>< of Q", the distance Q'Q" or /

with

(20.1) I2 =  ¿(i* - ad2

is not equal to zero.
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There is no loss of generality in supposing P to be at w = 1, for this may

be achieved by a rotation of the unit circle, which changes nothing essential.

Fig. 4

Let O be any point on the diameter P'P prolonged; then we define the

point transformation M-+M' (Fig. 4) by the condition

(20.2) OMOM' =OAOA'.

If this be combined with a reflection M'—>M" in P'P, the resulting trans-

formation M—>M", to be called 15, is a conformai transformation converting

the interior and circumference of the unit circle into themselves respectively.

15 has the linear fractional form

(20.3)
aw + b

cw + d

Suppose 15 to act on the functions Fi(w) of (19.10) and on the boundary

values gi(0) of <¡RFi(w).  Then F{(w) is transformed into

(20.4)
/aw + b\

\cw + d/\cw + d}

and the boundary values of $RG,(w) are Â,(0) defined by

(20.5) hi(A") = hi(A).

Differentiating (20.4), we find

\cw + d/

ad — be
Gl(w) =-

(cw + d)2
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whence

»=i (cw + d)*   ¿_i      \cw + dl

Since, according to (19.11), XLiF/^w) =0 identically in the interior of the

unit circle, we have, also identically in the interior of the unit circle,

(20.6) JlGi2(w)=0.
¿-i

Imagine now that 0 takes a sequence of positions tending to P as limit.

Then we obtain a sequence of functions G,-(w») constantly obeying (20.6).

Consider the boundary values a¿(0) of diGt{w) as defined by (20.5). It is

evident that if A" is any fixed point of the circumference, its image A by

13_I tends to P from below or above according as A" lies on the upper or

lower semi-circumference PP'. Hence, on account of the distinct limiting

values, a{ and £><, of g<(0) on the different sides of P, it follows that A,(0) tends

to a function equal to the constant a< on the upper semi-circumference, and to

the constant ¿»< on the lower semi-circumference.

We have by (19.12)

l   r        eie
Gi^ =-       rS--M9)d9.

ir Jc (e'9 — w)2

Since hi{9), because it always represents T, remains uniformly bounded, we

may, as in connection with (19.12), pass to the limit under the integral sign;

and so find that with the approach of O to P,

J /•! gi$ J p2T gi$

G/(w)->— I   -a¡d9 H-b4B
7T Jo   (eie - w)2 w Jr    (eie - w)2

2i(bi — ai)       1

a- 1 — w2

Hence, with the notation (20.1),

n — 4/2 1
(20.7) Ecft(l,)—_    -     .

¡_1 7T2 (1   —   W2)2

Here we have contradiction, for since 1^0, the last condition is incom-

patible with the fact that in the passage to the limit (20.6) is constantly

obeyed.
Hence the representation x,- = g,-(0) of T is proper, and the minimal surface

determined by it is bounded by T.
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III. The relation of A (g) to the area functional

It is customary to characterize a minimal surface by the property of

rendering area a minimum. Instead, we have minimized the simpler func-

tional A (g). This leads to the question of the relationship between these two

functionals, with which this Part is occupied. We shall develop certain

formulas interesting in themselves, and useful in Parts IV and V. The reader

who is interested in the application of the present theory to conformai map-

ping and in the proof of the least-area property of the minimal surface whose

existence has just been established may go on at once to Parts IV and V, re-

ferring back to this Part for the necessary results.

21. Other forms of A(g). In this section we derive two further formulas

for A (g). The first of these is

(21.1) A(g)=   ff  ht\F¡(w)\lda,
J J D        i-1

where D denotes the interior of the unit circle, of which do- is the element of

area.   The second expresses A(g) in terms of the Fourier coefficients of g:

(21.2) i(?)=-   ¿« ¿>L + bL).
¿>      m—l        t—1

Proof of (21.1). Since the integrand of (21.1) may not be bounded in D,

we need the following limit process to define the double integral. Let D„

denote the interior of the circle C„ of radius p < 1 concentric with C. Then

ff  I ¿ I Fl(w) \*d*
J Jd„   ,„i

is evidently an increasing function of p, since the element of integration is

positive. Hence the limit as p—>1 of this double integral exists, finite or in-

finite, and we define

(21.3) ff \ ¿ | Fl (w) \2da = lim   f f i ¿ | Ff (w) \2da.
J JD       t-l p->l   J ¿Dp      t-l

Suppose Fi(w) separated into its real and imaginary parts:

Fi(w) = Ui(u, v) + iVi(u, v) (w = u + h).

Then

dUi       dUi
(21.4) F/(w)- —--*—*

du av
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Therefore

Since Ui is a harmonic function, we have by Green's formulât

J JDpW du) \ dv ) J Jc„    * dp

Whence, applying (21.5),

c r    i    n l  c2t  n    du■
(21.6) -   2Z\F'i(w)\2da = -\       !>,—>.

J JDf    I     i=x 2 Jo      i=i       op

For Ui there is the formula

(21.7) Ui = —- + ¿pp(ffip cos />0 + öip sin p9),
2        p_i

derived by taking the real part of (11.1) after writing w=peie. This series is

uniformly convergent for all 0 and for pepo, with p0 fixed and <1. This

observation makes it legitimate to perform term by term the operations of

differentiation, multiplication and integration indicated in the second mem-

ber of (21.6). We get first

dUi       "
(21.8) p-=   2-,qPq{ai<i cos q9 + biq sin q9),

dp        „=i

and then, observing the relations

if p - q,

P*q,

we obtain from (21.6), (21.7), (21.8):

r2x r2T r2r o if
I    cos p9 sin qBdB = 0,  I     cos pB cos q9d9 =   I    sin pB sin qBdB = <

J<¡ «¿o Ja (.0 if

(21.9) ff \   Í,\Fi(w)\2da = ?-   2Zmp2m2Z(aim + b]m).
J JDp  2       i=x 2      m=i i=i

This infinite series may be expressed as a double integral (formula (21.12))

in the following way. From the expressions (11.2) of the Fourier coefficients

we easily derive in a manner analogous to (11.9) :J

t See Picard, Trait1. d'Analyse, vol. 2 (3d edition, Paris, 1925), p. 22.

t Cf. Picard, Traité d'Anale, vol. 1 (3d edition, Paris, 1922), p. 341.
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mp2m ¿^(aim + bim)

(21.10)
i        /»2t      /»2t      n

- - r-1 I £k<(») - g¿(*)]2-wp2m cos m(8 - <p)d8d<p.
2ir   Jo Jo t—i

Now by writing

in the formula

—i (1 - z)2

and taking real parts, we obtain after some reduction

0-0 0-0
(1+P2)2 sin2-(1 -p2)2 cos2-

M 2 2

(21.11) 2>p2m cos m(d-<p) = -p

|(l+p2)2 sin2 —- + (l-P2)2cos' 2ö-0-|2

The convergence, moreover, is uniform for all 0, 0 if p be regarded as fixed

< 1, since the convergent series of constant positive terms

00

^2,mp2m
m—1

is majorant for (21.11).   Hence, after multiplying (21.11) by the bounded

factor

1
-— Y,lgi(e) - gi(<t>)]\

2ir¿   ¡=i

which does not disturb the uniform convergence, we may integrate term by

term, and get, with attention to (21.10), (21.9),

(f  ~   t\Fi(w)\2da
J Jdp L     í=i

(21.12) = 7- i'     i' ¿[«<(»> - Si(4>)]2 P2
4r7T«^0        •'O i—1

0-0 0-0
(1 + p2)2 sin2-(1 - P2)2 cos2

r                        0-0                              0-0"
(1 + p2)2 sin2-+ (1 - p2)2 cos2-

2
ddd<p.
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If in the last expression we write formally p = 1, there results

1   r2r   f2' i_i
(21.13) - —

4ir./o      Jo

2Z[gM - gi(<t>)}2

0 - 4>
A sin2-

d8d<p = A(g).

To prove that (21.13) is the limit of (21.12) when p—>1, we first observe

that if the second member of (21.12) and the first of (21.13) be abbreviated

respectively as

— ffj(p-> e> <¡>)d8d<p,      — ff Hfl, <p)d9d<p,

then for all p and 0 r¿<p

(21.14) \j(p;9,4>)\ < 1(9,4),

since the ratio

9 - <t>
4p2 sin2-

J(p\ 9, <t>) |     =_

¿(0, 4>)                                 9 - $                            8 - <t>
(1 + p2)2 sin2-h (1 - P2)2 cos2-

(1 + p2)2 sin2-(1 - p2)2 cos2

0 - <p                            8 — <t>
(1 + p2)2 sin2-h (1 - p2)2cos2-

is less than 1 (each denominator minus the corresponding numerator gives

a positive quantity).

Suppose, as first case, that A{g) is finite. Then (21.14) expresses that in

the approach of p to 1 the absolute value of J{p; 9, <f>) remains less than a

summable function, and hence a theorem of Lebesguef permits us to pass to

the limit under the integral sign :

lim   I I J(p; 8, <l>)d9d<p =    I I ¿(0, <p)d9d<p,

f Lebesgue, Leçons sur l'Intégration (2d edition, Paris, 1928), p. 131. In the present case all

the functions involved are Riemann integrable (proper or improper), and the result in question may

easily be established without recourse to the notion of Lebesgue integral.
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that is,

lim   ff 4   ¿IF/(«Ohio-
(•-»i  J Jd. 2    i=i

(21.15)

=    [f ~   £\F!(w)\2da = A(g).
J J D    2       i=i

Thus (21.1) is proved in the case A (g) finite. If A (g) = + oo, a simple way

of seeing that the ffD is then also = +<x> is to observe that ffo, as the limit

of ffop which tends to it in increasing, is a lower semi-continuous functional

of g, like A (g). This remains true if g is not restricted to represent T but may

be any parameterized contour. With this understanding, a g such that

A (g) = + °° may always be approached by a sequence of g's such that A (g) is

finite. It is to be seen immediately that two lower semi-continuous func-

tionals which coincide whenever the first has a finite value must also coin-

cide in case this value is + °o.

Proof of (21.2). Returning to (21.4) and (21.9), we have

//.
Now

1        A, I T       A AS 2
—   £ I Fl(w) |2. = lim—   2>p2m2>im + iim).

d  2    ,_i p-"1 2    „=1 i_i

lim —   £mp2m £(aim + ¿><m) = —-   £ m £(ajm + ¿>im).

p-*1  2    m=i i=i 2    m=i     i=i

If the latter series is convergent, the justification for this is Abel's theorem

asserting the continuity of the power series in the first member at the point

of convergence p = 1. If the second member equals + °°, it is easy to show, by

taking account of the positive nature of all the terms, that this is also the

value of the first member.

Combining the last two equations with (21.1), we have the desired result:

_ oo n

A (g) = —   £ m £(aim + bim).
2       m»l i—1

22. The area functional S(g) and its relation to A(g).    We have seen

how every representation g of T determines a harmonic surface

Xi =dtFi(w) = Ui(u,v).

The linear element of this surface is

ds2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv+Gdv2

with

A /dUi\2 »dUidUi «   /dUi\2
(22.1) E =   £ ( —) ,F=£ — —,   G=£ ( —) ,

i_i  \ du / i=i   du    dv i_i  \dv /
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and its area is a functional of g which we denote by S{g) :

(22.2) S(g) =   ff (EG - F2yi2da.

We have from (21.5)

',       ■      , "    /dUi\2 »    /dUi\*
2Z\Fi(w)\2=  E(—)+   E(—) = E+G,
i-i i-i  \du / i=x  \ dv /

so that by (21.1)

(22.3) A{g) =  ffh(E+G)da.

To the end of comparing the integrands in (22.2), (22.3), we observe

\(E + G)2 - (EG- F2) = \(E - G)2 + F2 = 0;

therefore

(22.4) \(E +G) = (EG - F2)1'2,

the equality holding when and only when

(22.5) E-G = 0, F = 0.

Since by (21.4) and (22.1),

Í2Fi2(w) = (E-G) - 2iF,
t-i

the conditions (22.5) are equivalent to

(22.6) 2ZFi2(v>) = 0,
t-i

characteristic of a minimal surface.

Consequently,

(22.7) A(g)^S(g),

and the equality holds when and only when the harmonic surface determined by

g is minimal.

IV. The Riemann mapping theorem and the theorem

OF OSGOOD AND CaRATHEODORY

23. The case «= 2 of the problem of Plateau.  Let the contour T be any

Jordan curve in the plane (xi, x2), A the region bounded by T, C the unit
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circle, and D the interior of the unit circle. Then the classic Riemann

mapping theorem states the existence of a one-one continuous and con-

formal correspondence between D and A. According to a theorem of Osgoodf

and Carathéodory,f it is possible to supplement this conformai map with a

one-one continuous correspondence between C and T, so that the combina-

tion is one-one and continuous between D+C and A+r.

We show in this Part how by merely writing n = 2 in the preceding work

we have an immediate proof of the theorem of Riemann together with the

theorem of Osgood-Carathéodory.

In the cited papers of the last two authors a sharp distinction is drawn

between the "interior problem" and the"boundary problem." The existence of

a conformai map of the interiors is supposed already established by the classic

methods, and these authors then proceed to prove that this map of the in-

teriors induces by continuity a topological correspondence between the

boundaries.

It is characteristic of the method of the present paper to follow a directly

opposite procedure: namely, we first distinguish a certain topological cor-

respondence between the boundaries by the property of rendering A(g) a

minimum; this topological correspondence found, the conformai map of the

interiors can be expressed immediately (see the theorem stated at the end of

this Part).

The work of Parts I and II, with n = 2, assures us of the existence of a

certain proper representation of T,

(23.1) *i = gi*(0),  x2 = g2*(d),

such that if

(23.2) xi = mFi(w),  x2 = 3lF2(w)

are the harmonic functions determined by the boundary values (23.1), we

have

(23.3) F{2(w) +Fp(w) = 0.

The functions Fx, F2 are given by the formula

1   Ç   e'" + w 1   r   e*" + w
(23.4) Fi(w) = -       ——gi*(d)dd,   F2(w) = -       —-g2*(8)d8.

2t Jc e    — w 2tJc  tr — w

From (23.3),

FÍ (w) = ± iF¿ (w),

t Reference in the Introduction.
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and choosing the 4- sign (the — sign will lead to an inversely conformai

transformation, easily discussed), we have by integration

Fx(w) = iF2(w) + a + ib

where a, b are real constants. Separating Fi, F2 into their real and imaginary

parts:

Fx=Ux + iVx,      F2=U2 + iV2,

this gives

Ux = -V2 + a,     Vx= U2 + b.

Consequently,

xx + ix2 = Ux + iU2 = Ux + iVx — ib = Fx(w) — ib = iF2(w) + a.

Denote by F{w) the common value of the last two expressions:

(23.5) F(w) = Fx(w) - ib, F(w) = iF2(w) + a;

then

(23.6) xx + ix2 = W =F(w),

a holomorphic function of w in the interior D of the unit circle. It will there-

fore be proved that the transformation defined by (23.6) or (23.2) is conformai

in the domain D after we have shown a little later that F'{w) ^0 at any point

of D.

We will first prove that (23.6) maps D in a one-one way on A. To this

end, let W „be any point in the complex plane xx+ix2 = W not on T; what has

to be shown is that the equation

(23.7) F(w)'=Wo

has exactly one solution w in D if Wo belongs to A, and no solution w in D

if Wo does not belong to A.

Certainly there are only a finite number of solutions of (23.7) in any

circle concentric with and smaller than C; therefore we can construct a

sequence of circles C„ concentric with C and with radii p increasing to 1 as

limit, such that no solution of (23.7) lies on a circumference Cp. The number

of solutions of (23.7) in the interior of C„ is given by the formula of Cauchy:

(23.8) N„ =
1     Ç       F'(w)dw

2iriJcp F(w) - Wo

applicable here with full validity because C„ is interior to a simply connected

domain of regularity of F{w). The number of solutions of (23.7) in the

interior of C is evidently
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(23.9) N = limN,.
p->i

With W = F(w), formula (23.8) gives

(23.10) N, = —;[log (W - Wo^r, = order of W0with respect to iy
2xi

Here Tp denotes the closed analytic curvef which is the image of C„ by the

transformation W = F(w), the bracket denotes the variation of log (W — Wo)

when W describes rp, and the order of Wo with respect to Vp is an integer equal

to l/(27r) times the variation in the angle made by the vector W0W with a

fixed direction, followed continuously while W describes T„.

Now when p—>1, Tp tends uniformly to T, for the formulas (23.2), (23.4)

are equivalent to Poisson's integral, and the boundary functions (23.1) are

continuous. Evidently then, the order of W0 with respect to r„ tends to the

order of W0 with respect to T; indeed, for p near enough to 1 the former re-

mains equal to the latter.  Hence by (23.9), (23.10),

(  1 if
(23.11) .V = order of W0with respect to T = <

I  0 if

1 if Wo is interior to T,

Wo is exterior to T.

According to this, the image of a point w of D is never a point exterior to

T. But neither can it be a point Q of T. For then a neighborhood of w would

go over into a neighborhood of Q;% now every neighborhood of Q contains

points exterior to T, so that we would have contradiction with the first state-

ment of this paragraph. Hence the image of any point w of D is a point in-

terior to T. Furthermore, by (23.11) every point interior to T is obtained,

and exactly once, as image of a point w. Therefore the transformation

W = F(w) is one-one as between D and A.

To prove that this transformation is conformai without singular points,

we must show that we cannot have F'(w) = 0 at any point w of D. If F'(w) = 0,

then a neighborhood of w is mapped on a multiply-covered neighborhood of

W,§ but this contradicts the proof just given of the one-one nature of the

correspondence between D and A.

That the conformai correspondence thus established between D and A

attaches continuously to the topological correspondence (23.1) between C

and T is an immediate consequence of the remark, already made, that the

t It will result from the sequel that T,, does not intersect itself but this fact is not necessary

for the present argument.

Î This is by the region-preserving property (Gebietstreu) of transformations W = F(u>); cf. L.

Bieberbacb, Lehrbuch der Funktionentheorie, Leipzig and Berlin, 1921, pp. 187-188.

§ Bieberbach, loc. cit., p. 188.
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formulas (23.2), (23.4) are equivalent to Poisson's integral based on the con-

tinuous boundary functions (23.1).

In sum, we have proved the combined theorems of Riemann and Osgood-

Carathéodory.

Expression for F{w). An expression for F{w) in the Cauchy form, more

elegant than (23.2), (23.4), where real and imaginary parts are separated,

may be obtained as follows.

Let w be a fixed point of D; take p > \w | and < 1 ; then by the formula of

Cauchy,
1    r    F(z)dz

F{w) = —.        -LL- .
2tí Jc„   z — w

If now p—>1, then F{z) tends uniformly to

/*(z) = gi*(0) + ig2*(9)

and l/{z—w) {z on Cp) tends uniformly to \/{z—w) (z on C), wherein cor-

responding points on Cp and C are those with the same angular coordinate.

Therefore

1    r f*(z)dz
(23.12) F{w) =-       —-

2-kí Je   z— w

24. Range of values of A (g). For a Jordan curve in the plane, we can

easily obtain the exact range of values of ^4(g), and see that finite values

always occur among them.

For since the functions Fx{w), F2{w) determined by the representation g*

(23.1) obey the condition (23.3) Fx'2{w)+F2'2{w) =0, we have by the final

statement of Part III:

A(g*) = inner area of r.

The inner areaf must be taken because S{g), as defined by (22.2), is the limit

of the area bounded by T„, which approaches to T from its interior.

To see that A (g) takes every value in the interval

inner area of T 5¡ .4(g) g 4- co

(and, of course, no other values), consider a continuous series of representa-

tions g connecting g* with a representation g° such that A (g°) = 4- co (example :

g° improper of the first kind) ; it is easy to arrange that A (g) be continuous on

this series of g's.

t The region bounded by a Jordan curve has in general distinct inner and outer areas, differing

by an amount called the exterior content of the curve. The first example of a Jordan curve of positive

exterior content was given by Osgood, these Transactions, vol. 4 (1903), pp. 107-112.
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25. The combined interior-boundary conformai mapping theorem. The

results of this Part are summarized in the following theorem, combining the

theorems of Riemann and Osgood-Carathéodory.

Theorem. Let T denote any Jordan curve in the plane, and

xx = gi(d),  x2 = g2(d),

or
Z = f(z)

with
Z = Xi + ix2,  z = e**,

an arbitrary representation of V as topological image of the unit circle C.

The range of values of the functional

j Zkm - gi(<i>)]2
A(g) = — I      I    —-ddd<b

loir Jc   JC 0 — 0
sin2

iff I/-»-/«")!1
4irJcJc        | z - f I 2

2

' dz 11 ¿r I

when g or f varies over all possible representations of T consists of all positive

real numbers (including + <») greater than or equal to the inner area of the

region enclosed by T. This minimum value is attained for a certain proper

representation

Z = f*(z)

(determined up to linear fractional transformation of C into itself,

z' = (az+b)/(bz+ä)).

Then the transformation w—>W defined by

1    C f*(z)dz
W = —;       J

2iri Je   Z — IV

produces a one-one, continuous and conformai map of the interior of T on the

interior of C, which attaches continuously to the topological correspondence

Z=f*(z) between T and C.

The implications of this theorem for the Dirichlet problem are apparent.

The Dirichlet problem for any continuous distribution of assigned values on

a Jordan boundary is reduced to the same problem for a circle, and therefore

solved by Poisson's integral. The Dirichlet functional
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D<» - HM)'+ 0'hd«
is replaced by the functional A (g), much simpler to deal with chiefly because

the range of g is a compact closed set while the range of <p is not. It was the

latter fact alone which rendered valid the criticism of Weierstrass against

Riemann's treatment of the Dirichlet problem based on minimizing the

Dirichlet functional.

V. Absolute minimum of area

26. Proof of the least-area property. We conclude this paper with the

following brief proof, based on the formulas of Part III, that the minimal

surface whose existence is proved in Part I has the least area of any surface

bounded by the given contour.

Let the contour T be, first, a polygon. Then let II be any polyhedral sur-

face bounded by V. By the conformai mapping theorem of Koebe,| II can

be mapped conformally on the interior of the unit circle, the map attaching

continuously to a topological correspondence between V and the circum-

ference.   Let the parametric equations of II determined by this map be

Xi =  Xi(u, v)

and of T

(26.1) Xi = gi(e).

The element of length of II is

ds2 = Edu2 + 2Fdudv +Gdv2

with

E .  ¿ (—Y,    F -  Ê (—Y—)     G -  ¿ f—Y;
i_!   \ du / ' <_!   \ du / \ dv / ' <_!   \dv /   '

and by the conformality

E = G,   F = 0;

so that the area of II is

(26.2) SCO) =  f f (EG - F2yi2dudv = — f f (E + G)dudv

t Cf. T. Radó, Annals of Mathematics, (2), vol. 31 (1930), pp. 458-460.
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Consider the harmonic surface determined by the representation (26.1)

of T, and denote by E, F, G its fundamental quantities; then since a har-

monic function gives the least value to the Dirichlet functional for fixed

boundary values, we have

(26.3) — f f LË+G)dudv ■£ — ff(E+G)dudv.

By formula (22.3) of Part III,

(26.4) A (g) = j ff (Ë + G)dudv;

and by the minimum property of g*,

(26.5) A(g*)SA(g).

By the chain (26.2)-(26.5),

(26.6) A(g*)^S(Tl):

the minimum value of A (g) g the area of any polyhedral surface bounded by

the polygon T.

Let now T denote an arbitrary Jordan curve and 2 any simply-connected

surface bounded by T. According to the Lebesgue definition, the area 5(2)

of S is the lower limit (finite or + °o ) of the areas of polyhedral surfaces which

tend to 2. There exists, then, a sequence of polyhedral surfaces IIm tending

to 2 such that

(26.7) S(IIm)->S(2);

the bounding polygons T(m) tend to T.

Each polygon r(m) has a representation

(26.8) Xi = glm*>(8)

minimizing A(g) for that polygon, and by the procedure of §19 we can select

a sub-sequence

(26.9) m = mi, m2, ■ ■ ■ , mk, ■ ■ ■

so that (26.8) tends to a proper representation, of T

(26.10) Xi = g*(8).

The harmonic surface determined by g* will be minimal; consequently, by

(22.7),

(26.11) S(g*)=A(g*).

From the sequence (26.9) we can in turn select a sub-sequence

(26.12) m = mí, m2 , ■ ■ ■ , mí, ■ ■ ■
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so that A (gCm)*) tends to a limit (finite or 4- co ) :

(26.13) A{g^*)->L.

By the lower semi-continuity of A (g), which holds for any sort of approach of

one parameterized contour to another, as well when the contour itself is

allowed to vary as when we have merely different parameterizations of the

same contour, it follows (see (7.2)) that

(26.14) A{g*) = L.

By (26.6),

A(g<»>*) =S(LU;
hence

lim4(g<»>*) = limS(nm),

that is

(26.15) L = 5(2).

Combining this with (26.14) and (26.11), we obtain

(26.16) S{g*) = 5(2),

which was to be proved.

It is easy to see that the g* here obtained from approaching polygons is

the same as the g* which minimizes A (g) for T. For let g** minimize A (g)

for T ; then

(26.17) A{g**) ûA{g*).

By (26.16),

(26.18) S{g*) = 5(g**),

and by (22.7)

A{g**) = S{g**) as well as A{g*) = 5(g*),

so that (26.18) may be expressed as

(26.19) A{g*) = A{g**).

From (26.19) and (26.17) it follows that

A{g*) = A{g**).

27. A non-finite-area-spanning Jordan contour. It is important to note

that if the Jordan contour is sufficiently tortuous, the least-area property of

the minimal surface may become vacuous through the impossibility of span-

ning any finite area whatever within the given contour. The following

example was constructed by the author in collaboration with P. Franklin.
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Consider a broken line, broken at right angles and in the form of a spiral,

whose successive segments have the lengths 1, 1/21'2, 1/31'2, • • • . On each

segment construct a square lying towards the outside of the spiral. In each

square let there be a Peano curve starting at the initial point and ending at

the terminal point of the corresponding segment. Let the unit interval

O^t^l be divided by the points J, f, I, • • ■ into a denumerable infinity of

sub-intervals, and let the nth. Peano curve be represented as continuous

image of the «th interval. If to the equations x=<p(t), y = \p(t), representing

all these Peano curves laid end to end, we adjoin z = t, then we have a Jordan

arc in space, being a one-one continuous image of the unit i-interval, end

point t = l included. The desired example is formed of the four Jordan arcs

x = <p(t), y=t(t), z=l; x = 4>(t), y=xy(t), z = 2-t; x=-d>(t), y = -*(t), z = t;

x = -4>(t),y=-t(t),z = 2-t.

The proof results from the fact that the content of the orthogonal pro-

jection of this Jordan curve on the sy-plane, counting each point with its

proper multiplicity, is four times the sum of the harmonic series. A fortiori,

the content of the orthogonal projection of any surface spanned with the

curve is + oo, and this is, a fortiori, the area of the surface.

It thus appears that the separation of the existence proof into Parts I, II

is inherent in the very nature of the problem, since it is futile to try to create

distinctions with a functional which is identically + oo. The limit process is

absolutely essential for a non-finite-area-spanning Jordan contour, and the

minimal surface can then be characterized only by the Weierstrass equations,

the minimum-area property becoming meaningless, f

The corresponding situation in the Dirichlet problem is well known,

having been pointed out by Hadamardf with the following example. If

boundary values on the unit circle are defined by

A  cos 22"0
/(*)=Z-^->

J>-1       ¿

then the Dirichlet functional is identically + oo f but a harmonic function as

defined by Laplace's equation exists, being

p=l ¿

t Bulletin de la Société Mathématique de France, vol. 34 (1906), pp. 135-139.

t However, a good sense in which the least-area property continues to hold will be given in

a supplementary note.
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